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Introduction 

     Constructed in 1930 and 1931, High Rock Fire Lookout (Building #4010) is one of only four remaining 

fire lookouts within the Gifford Pinchot National Forest.  The historic structure was formally 

documented in 1993 and determined eligible to the National Register of Historic Places in 1997.  Forest 

Service Engineering Program inventory records indicate the building is currently managed as an 

administrative facility by the Cowlitz Valley Ranger District, Gifford Pinchot National Forest.  Because of 

its historic status, the property is also managed as a Priority Heritage Asset.  The most recent 

Engineering facilities condition assessment of the lookout was conducted in 2015 and listed the 

condition of the building as poor but stabilized and recommended further evaluation of the foundation. 

     The lookout is situated at the crest of Sawtooth Ridge, on the watershed divide between the upper 

Cowlitz and Upper Nisqually drainages, in northern Lewis County, Washington.  The legal description of 

the location is: Township 14 North, Range 7 East, Section 22, W.M. (surveyed).   The Nisqually entrance 

to Mount Rainier National Park is 4.5 km northeast of the lookout.   Access to the lookout site is by way 

of Trail #266, 1.6 miles in length, from a trailhead on Forest Service Road 8440.  

     Forest Service records indicate the lookout was initially administered by the Mineral Ranger District, 

Rainier National Forest, subsequently the Snoqualmie National Forest, and since 1969, the Gifford 

Pinchot National Forest.  The lookout was staffed seasonally until the 1970s.  Following a period of 

neglect and vandalism, rehabilitation was undertaken by personnel from the Fire Management Office, 

Packwood Ranger District in 1982 and the lookout subsequently staffed with a Forest Service employee. 

From 1986 to 2003, Lawrence “Bud” Panco, from Packwood, Washington, occupied the position, and the 

lookout was regularly maintained and cared for.  After 2003, the position was discontinued, and High 

Rock Lookout has since suffered from the effects of extreme weather, lack of critical maintenance, and a 

marked increase in destructive vandalism.   

     Concerned with the accelerated deterioration of the lookout, the leadership of the White Pass 

Country Historical Society (WPCHS), based in Packwood, Washington, contacted the Forest Service 

asking that action be taken to protect and preserve the historic structure.  In response to those 

requests, the Heritage Program, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, and the Historical Society formed a 

working group to bring together community members and other partners interested in planning and 

implementing a restoration and rehabilitation project.  An initial meeting of the working group was 

hosted by the WPCHS museum in Packwood, in April 2015.  

     Emergency stabilization efforts were undertaken by the SMS in 2015 and reinforced by the Forest 

Service in 2018 while plans were developed for a more comprehensive restoration and rehabilitation 

project and funds were raised for its implementation (Rose 2017, Nailon 2018, Wenzelburger 2018).  

This document provides context for understanding the historical significance of High Rock Lookout, its 

architecture and current condition, and presents a plan designed to ensure its long-term preservation 

and protection.  This document was also prepared with the intention of fulfilling agency reporting 

requirements under 36 CFR 800 regulations, in compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 

Preservation Act.   
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High Rock Fire Lookout, with Mt. Rainier at left.  July 2018 photograph by Jared Wenzelburger, The Daily 
Chronicle. The view is to the east-northeast. 
 

 

 
 
High Rock Fire Lookout, with Mount Rainier at right.  2018 aerial drone photograph courtesy of Mary Prophit.  
The view is to the north-northwest. 
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I – High Rock Fire Lookout: Property Description 

Setting and Environment 

     High Rock Fire Lookout is located on the bare rock summit of High Rock, at an elevation of 1,732 m 
(5,685 feet) above mean sea level. A sheer vertical rock cliff drops 450 m from the summit to slopes 
above Cora Lake on the northeast and the headwaters of Mesatchee Creek on the north. Slopes are 
more gradual to the south of the summit. The site lies within the South Cascades subdivision of the 
Cascade Mountain Physiographic Province. Geology of this region exhibits the effects of a volcanic 
environment altered by glacial action. Rock types identified in the High Rock area include lahar breccia, 
andesite, tuff breccia and greywacke of probable Eocene to Oligocene age. An interface between older 
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks of the Puget group and volcanic rocks of the later Ohanapecosh 
formation occurs in this general area.  
 
     The site lies within the upper Nisqually River drainage. The Nisqually River, a glacier-fed river draining 
the southwestern slopes of Mt Rainier, lies to the north of the project area. Secondary water sources 
near the project area include Catt Creek and Cora Lake.  High Rock offers a commanding view of the 
upper Nisqually River watershed, dominated by Mount Rainier across the valley to the north-northeast.  
To the east are the peaks of the Tatoosh Range; to the south, the mountains which flank the Cowlitz 
River Valley, with Mt. Adams, Mt. Hood, and Mount St. Helens visible in the distance.   
 
     Below the summit rock, to the south, is montane coniferous forest interspersed with small meadows. 
Tree species are predominately Pacific silver fir, mountain hemlock, and Douglas-fir. The understory 
forest plant community is dominated by big huckleberry, with other flora typical of the Pacific Silver 
Fir/Big Huckleberry/Beargrass (ABAM/VAME/XETE) plant association (Brockway, et al 1983). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vicinity map: State of Washington, with arrow indicating the location of High Rock Fire 
Lookout. Base map courtesy of University of Texas Libraries. 
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Portion of the USGS Sawtooth Ridge, WA, topographic quadrangle, 1989 (2003 edition) showing the location of 
High Rock Fire Lookout (arrow) and surrounding landform features.  Adapted from original map scale of 
1:24,000.  
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Lookout Cabin Orientation 

     Where feasible, most fire lookouts were constructed to be oriented to match the cardinal directions.  

Where the landscape made this challenging, as was the case for High Rock Lookout, the lookout cabin 

would be oriented by the builder to best conform to the physical setting (without regard for true north). 

 

 

 

Architectural Description 

     High Rock Fire Lookout is a one-and-a-half story, wood-frame, front-gabled Aladdin type L-4 lookout 

house with square floor plan, measuring 14 feet by 14 feet in size. This earliest L-4 design is commonly 

referred to as a “grange hall” style because of its characteristic gable ends.  The lookout cabin is situated 

on exposed bedrock that slopes to the southwest.  The foundation is a post and block support structure, 

with the upper (northeast) side of the building resting directly on short cement blocks set on bedrock.  

The remaining sides are anchored to the underlying rock by 4x6 posts bolted to the rock at the south 

and west corners.  We noted the date of 1931 inscribed in the cement at the base of the central fire-

finder ground pole, beneath the floor structure, and adjacent to one of the foundation support posts.  

The same type of cement mix appears to have been used at the base of other support posts.  A central 

6x6 beam supports the floor sills.  This beam consists of two 7-foot pieces spliced at the center, and 

supported by a short foundation post.  

The figure at left shows the general orientation 

of High Rock Lookout relative to true north.  For 

purposes of simplicity in this report, the terms 

NW, NE, SE, and SW will be used to describe 

sides of the building per the figure below.  

While the terms WNW, NNE, ESE, and SSW 

would be technically more accurate, they were 

considered by the writer to be more confusing.   
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High Rock Fire Lookout, southwest elevation (left) and southeast (primary) elevation (right).  The view is to the 
north.  Window shutters are shown in the raised (open) positions. 2013 Forest Service photo by Rick McClure. 

 

 

High Rock Fire Lookout, northwest elevation (left) and southwest (primary) elevation (right).  The view is to the 
east.  Window shutters are shown in the closed positions. November 2019 photo by Rick McClure. 
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     All of the structural lumber used in the lookout appears to be the finest material, most of it Clear 

Vertical Grain (CVG) Douglas-fir. The floor structure consists of 2x6 joists, spaced at 24 inches on center, 

resting on 4x6 sills. Subflooring consists of 1x8 shiplap lumber common to the era (typical actual finished 

dimensions are ¾ x 7-1/4”).  The floor joists consist of 7-3/8 inch lengths, scabbed at the center, which is 

characteristic of a “ground haul kit” where shorter lengths of lumber conveyed by mule teams were 

spliced together in the field to make full spans of 14-foot or greater.  The wall structure features 4x4 

corner posts, 2x4 sills and  doubled-up top plates, wall framing, window framing, and headers (all fuller-

dimensioned than modern lumber and with minimal radius –if any – on the edges).  Wall framing 

beneath the window openings consists of studs on 24-inch centers, with diagonal cross-bracing for 

added strength. The 2x8 window sills are tapered for the outer 3-1/2 inches (to drain water) and set on a 

2x4 mid-plate. Replacement sills were installed later consisting of two spliced pieces, which helped 

precipitate the original large structural failure in 2015.  The roof framing consists of 2x4 wall ties and 2x4 

rafters on 24-inch centers, with 1x6 diagonal sway braces adding to the truss structure.  Wall ties are 8’-

5-7/8” in length, scabbed at the center.  Roof sheathing consists of 1x8 shiplap lumber.   

     Exterior cladding of the lookout house consists of shiplap sheathing beneath horizontal 1x6 clear 

cedar bevel siding (cedar bevel siding is unique among L-4 models to the “grange hall” design), located 

below the windows and in the gables.  1x2 material is used for eave trim and end boards, at corners 

(now missing from the northwest elevation).  Below the cabin and catwalk, the lookout support 

structure has been enclosed with horizontal rough-cut cedar boards to form a small tool and storage 

shed.  The majority are 1x12 boards, although some 1x8 shiplap material is also used.  Along the base of 

the northwest and southeast elevations, the boards have been cut to adjust to the slope of the bedrock. 

     Roof cladding consists of double-laid #1 blue label cedar shingles with 4-1/2” exposure spaced with 

1/4-3/8” gaps using great care to not align any gaps for three rows. There is presently no cap on the 

ridge, and no galvanized strip below the top row of shingles, as specified in the original plans.  The 

stovepipe jack has been removed from the southwest roof slope, and the hole has been covered with 

shingles.  The stovepipe jack was found among materials stored beneath the lookout. 

     An exterior catwalk with railing encircles the lookout cabin on three sides (SE, SW, NW), and is 

supported by vertical 4x6 posts set into notches cut in the bedrock, secured with brackets and pins 

drilled into the rock.  The catwalk is 30” in width, features a 2x6 handrail at 36” above the deck, with 

decking tread that consists of both 2x6 and 2x8 material on 2x6 joists. Forest Service records indicate 

the decking was replaced in 1992. As a public safety measure, wire mesh screening was added to the 

catwalk in 2018, along with central horizontal 2x4 cross-members for additional support.  Historic 

photographs indicate that the original catwalk featured an exposed pole/post support structure with 

horizontal crossties to the lookout foundation and support beams (no longer extant).  The locations of 

some of the former crossties are evident from the notches cut into the siding of the shed beneath the 

lookout house. 

     The dominant multi-light wood sash windows are a defining architectural characteristic of early fire 

lookouts.  Another feature specific to the “grange hall” model L-4 is that it used 9-light windows.  All 

later L-4 models used 4-light windows. There are a total of 19 nine-light windows, including 16 fixed  
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High Rock Fire Lookout, northeast elevation, with window shutters in raised (open) positions.  The view is to the 
south.  Note the unique wooden shutter prop system. 2015 photograph by Mary Prophit. 

 

 

High Rock Fire Lookout, northeast elevation, with window shutters in closed positions.  The view is to the south.  
November 2019 photograph by Rick McClure. 
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sashes and three center-pivoting sashes with original brass latch hardware.  Each window sash measures 

approximately 4’-3-1/8” in height by 2’-7-1/2” in width.  Two of these windows, badly damaged by 

vandals, were removed from the lookout in 2015 and 2017 for repairs, and are currently stored in the 

Forest Service carpenter’s shop at Randle.  Both were fixed-sash windows from the northwest elevation, 

with broken and missing muntins.  Four more sashes were removed in 2018 for repair. Plywood has 

been installed in these six window openings as a temporary measure. Glass is missing from several of 

the remaining windows, and previous repairs to others have included crude and inadequate putty 

application.  A single door provides access to the interior of the lookout house, and is located at the east 

end of the northeast elevation.  The existing door is a ca. 2003 replica of the original, which incorporates 

vintage hardware salvaged from the remains of the original door.         

     The lookout also features a set of hinged wooden window shutters that can be raised when the 

building is in use, or lowered to secure the building at the end of the season.  The shutters are 

constructed of horizontal 1x8 shiplap lumber, with 1x6 exterior cleats and diagonal bracing.  The 

shutters are fastened to the building with 8” T-hinges that are bolted to each cleat.  Each of the 

remaining shutters has a set of detachable wooden struts, mounted to pivot, that can be propped on 

the catwalk handrail to support the shutters in an open position.  The primary elevation (southeast) 

features two shutters to the left of the door, each covering two window sashes. Historic photographs 

show that the door opening was originally covered by a separate, narrower shutter, no longer extant.  

The northeast and northwest elevations each have a pair of shutters, one covering two windows, and a 

second wider shutter covering three windows. The southwest elevation originally featured the same 

configuration, but the shorter of the two shutters is now missing.   

     At the time of the most recent SMS inspection of the lookout (November 2019), the window shutters 

had been lowered and secured for the winter.  In recent years, the practice of closing the lookout for the 

season has repeatedly involved the use of a power drill and wood screws to secure the shutters to the 

window frame.  This practice has resulted in damage to the exterior window framing.        

     The interior of the lookout house consists of one room, with 1x4 tongue-and-groove CVG Douglas-fir 

flooring, and wall and ceiling covering of 1x4 tongue-and-groove fir bead board.  Quarter-round trim is 

used at the wall/floor and wall/ceiling junctions.  At the center of the floor is the wooden fire finder 

stand. The Osborne Fire Finder has been removed for safekeeping.  All other furniture that existed when 

the lookout was last occupied in 2003, including a built-in cupboard and box seat,  has been destroyed 

or thrown over the cliff.  At the time of our 2015 inspection, we noted much recent graffiti, produced 

with paint and markers, carved into surfaces, and burned into the ceiling paint.    

     Currently, the lookout house exterior, including the shutters, is painted with white latex-based paint.  

Close inspection of paint in areas where weathering and peeling reveals traces of an underlying gray 

paint (“silver gray”) which we assume to have been the original exterior color. The exterior window sash 

color is currently green, but was historically gray.  The interior floor was painted gray, traces of which 

remain.  Interior walls below the windows appear to have been painted with green latex-based paint in 

recent years, and the ceiling is white.  Scratched graffiti on the northeast lower wall breaks through the 
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existing paint, revealing  evidence of the darker green stain originally used on the interior walls, ceiling, 

and window surfaces .    

     The lookout house is anchored to the ground with a set of four guy lines, consisting of ¼” wire rope, 

each extending from an exterior corner bracket to an eye bolt drilled into the bedrock.  The exterior 

lightning protection system, consisting of lightning rods, copper wiring, connectors, and associated 

hardware, is no longer extant.  Portions of a post and cable handrail extending from the east corner of 

the lookout to the base of the summit rock remain. The rail features vertical pipe posts set into holes 

drilled in the rock, with a connecting wire rope cable handrail. A comparison with historic photographs 

indicates many components of this safety feature are now missing.       

 

 

High Rock Fire Lookout interior showing SMS crew leader Chris Brooks of Tacoma at work, south corner, 2015. 
Photograph by Don Allen. 

 

 

High Rock Lookout interior, north corner, with firefinder stand in the foreground. June 2015 photograph 

courtesy of TripAdvisor. Note the damaged windows and corner woodbox/seat (no longer extant).  

about:blank
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II - Historic and Architectural Significance 
 
     High Rock Fire Lookout was formally recorded by the U.S. Forest Service as a historic property in 1993 

by Forest Service archaeological technicians Cathy Lilienthal and Kellie Green, based on earlier field 

documentation by Rick McClure.  Lilienthal and Green completed a Historic Property Inventory Form, as 

per the guidelines of the Washington State Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation -- now the 

Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP).  The lookout was entered into Forest 

Service cultural resources inventory records as site number 14N7E-22/01. The 1993 inventory form 

notes that the lookout is associated with the history of public lands conservation, retains a high degree 

of integrity, and meets the criteria for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under 

both criterion a and criterion c (36 CFR 60.4).  

     The lookout was subsequently determined eligible to the NRHP by the U.S. Forest Service, Gifford 

Pinchot National Forest, in 1997 following an agency evaluation of the property’s significance.  The 

significance evaluation was made in conjunction with a standard federal agency Section 106, National 

Historic Preservation Act assessment of effect for a project that involved proposed modifications to the 

lookout catwalk (McClure 1997). The project was never implemented.  The Office of Archaeology and 

Historic Preservation concurred with the agency finding of significance in a letter dated September 23, 

1997, signed by Stephen A. Mathison, Historical Architect and Restoration Planner, on behalf of the 

State Historic Preservation Officer. The statement of significance prepared for the NRHP eligibility 

determination reads as follows: 

    “High Rock Lookout (#I4N7E-22/01) meets the requirements for eligibility to the 
National Register of Historic Places on the basis of criteria a and c.” 
  
     “Fire lookouts built in the National Forests represent the Forest Service's role as a 
caretaker of public lands and resources. In the early twentieth century devastating 
forest fires in the Pacific Northwest spurred land managers into large scale fire 
detection and prevention activities. Seasonally staffed lookouts, such as High Rock 
Lookout, were an important part of this effort and therefore are "... associated with 
events that have made a contribution to the broad patterns of our history..." (36 CFR 
60.4a).” 
 
     “High Rock Lookout also represents a distinctive architectural style (36 CFR 60.4c), 
the L-4 style lookout house. The L-4 style lookout has been the most popular type, and 
although over a thousand were erected nationwide, less than two dozen examples 
survive. The L-4 style lookout house became standardized in 1929 after an experimental 
period initiated in 1902. Important characteristics were transportability, adaptability, 
longevity, and low unit cost. The most distinctive feature of the L-4 style is its simplicity. 
Earlier lookout styles featured cupolas, wings, entryways and other non-essential 
architectural features. High Rock lookout is an early model L-4 type cabin. L-4 kits were 
manufactured by the Aladdin Company of Portland and sold for $500. According to 
Kresek (1984:11) the early model L -4, produced between 1929 and 1933, featured a 
gabled shingled roof. The L4 model produced from 1933 to 1953 featured a hip roof.” 
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     “High Rock is one of four surviving fire lookouts within the Gifford Pinchot National 
Forest. Inventory data published by Spring and Fish (1981) and Kresek (1984) indicate 
that a total of seventy lookouts were built in the Forest between 1910 and 1963. The 
other surviving examples include Watch Mountain Lookout (built 1963), Burley 
Mountain Lookout (built 1934), and Red Mountain Lookout (built 1959). Burley 
Mountain Lookout is the only one of these that has been determined eligible to the 
National Register of Historic Places.”  
 
     “Integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association are all retained to a high degree. Maintenance of the building has involved 
the in-kind replacement of some structural components, including roof materials, 
windows, shutters, catwalk decking and supports. Comparison of photographs indicates 
that catwalk supports, currently 4" x 4" square posts, were originally 4-5 inch diameter 
round posts. The basic gray paint scheme apparent in historic photographs has been 
retained, but the large identifying numbers "G 1", located on the north elevation 
shutters, were painted over, probably in the 1970s.” (McClure 1997:5-6) 
 

     High Rock Fire Lookout is also listed on the National Historic Lookout Register, a cooperative effort of 

the U.S. Forest Service, the Forest Fire Lookout Association, state agencies and other private groups to 

recognize historic fire lookouts throughout the United States.  The lookout was nominated to the 

Register by the late Bud Panco, and listed on June 1, 2001.  A certificate was presented to the District 

Ranger, and a metal sign indicating Register status is mounted on the lookout exterior.   

 

 

 
 

                           The National Historic Lookout Register sign on High Rock Fire Lookout. Photo is 
                              courtesy of TrailChick.com.  
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III – Historic and Architectural Context 

Historic Context 

     As noted previously, the historic significance of High Rock Fire Lookout is associated with the broader 

themes of Federal land management and conservation in the Pacific Northwest.  Public lands that 

include Sawtooth Ridge, incorporating the lookout site, first came under Federal control and 

management in 1897, with the creation of the Mount Rainier Forest Reserve.  Established by 

Presidential Proclamation, the Forest Reserve was initially administered by the General Land Office, U.S. 

Department of the Interior.  In 1905, jurisdiction was transferred to the U.S. Forest Service, Department 

of Agriculture, and in 1908 these lands became part of the Rainier National Forest.  

     From an early date, the Rainier National Forest was divided into smaller administrative districts, each 

managed by a Forest Ranger, later known by the title “District Ranger.”  Sawtooth Ridge fell within the 

Nisqually Ranger District, initially managed by Ranger William A. McCullough from his home near 

Ashford.  During McCullough’s tenure, a district ranger station was eventually established in Mineral. 

Jules Hagon replaced McCullough as District Ranger in 1922, when the administrative unit was 

reorganized as the Mineral Ranger District (McClure and Mack 2008:60).  

     Regulations and instructions initially issued for the management of National Forest System lands 

emphasized the protection of forest resources while managing uses that that would benefit the public, 

such as stock grazing, mining, and commercial timber harvest.  Rangers and Forest Guards were hired to 

patrol and protect the forests.  Fire prevention and suppression activities quickly became an important 

part of the Forest Service mission, especially after 1910. In that year, wildfires swept through the 

drought-stricken national forests of Washington, Idaho, and Montana (Egan 2009). Thousands of men 

were recruited and mobilized to fight the “Big Burn” as these fires are now collectively known.  In the 

aftermath, fire prevention was elevated to the highest priority of the agency (2009:270; Pyne 1982:268).   

      After the disastrous 1910 fire season, the Forest Service increased its efforts in the early detection of 

wildfires by trained seasonal observers.  Horseback rangers, patrolling the mountainous areas and high 

country, established viewpoints with the best visibility and geographic coverage on peaks and ridges.  

Trail systems were expanded to include such places for easier access during periods of high fire danger.  

In some areas, the Forest Service began to hire seasonal lookouts. Assigned to mountaintops throughout 

the Region, these employees occupied various kinds of lookout facilities (Atwood et al 2005:68). In many 

instances, the lookout stayed at a nearby tent “rag camp” climbing each day up to the observation high 

point.  The agency eventually linked these points to district ranger stations by telephone. Some of these 

first lookout sites were simply a barren rock knob or high promontory, with no structures or shelter. 

Others involved construction of a crude “crow’s nest” in a tall tree on the mountaintop, a precarious 

viewpoint usually reached by a ladder nailed to the tree’s trunk.   

     Nevan McCullough, District Ranger at Mineral in 1927 and 1928, emphasized the importance of fire 

protection during his early years on the district: 
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     “At the time I went to work summers – 1921 – why the big job in the Forest Service 
was keeping the woods from burning down.  They were vast wildernesses and lightning 
storms in the summer time would set the woods on fire… they’d have to chop trails in 
and pack animals and get a crew in there to try to corral this fire…   one of the first 
things in fire control was to get some paths chopped through the woods in advance of 
the actual fire starting. So in the ‘20s, early ‘20s, the Forest Service was engaged in 
trying to get a network of fire trails in there, and that’s the first job I had.”  (McCullough 
1973)         
 

     By the late 1920s, there was a growing emphasis on the importance of early, fixed point fire 

detection.  Up to this time, most Forest Service firemen were stationed in the valleys where views were 

limited.  According to Harry White, who worked as a fire dispatcher in the 1920s, these men were 

gradually moved up to secondary observation points, where, “they could provide detection when not 

chasing fires” (PNFSA 2005:195). “Thus,” said White, “the position of lookout-fireman was created and 

soon that title applied to a majority of the short-term positions.”  College students in forestry often 

supplemented local men in this job. Training was provided at the beginning of each fire season.  

Lookout-firemen, forest guards, and firefighters were given lectures on map reading, use of the Osborne 

fire finder, fire detection, smoke chasing, firefighting techniques, telephone operation, and phone line 

maintenance (USDA Forest Service 1937, Williams 2009:112). 

 

     By 1930, construction of lookout facilities was “being rushed in every quarter” of the Pacific 

Northwest.  According to one former Forest Service employee, the strategy “was to have 100 percent 

detection coverage and a fireman within 30 minutes of any possible fire” (PNFSA 2005:199). The 

lookout-fireman system ultimately proved to be extremely efficient and effective. 

 

      The first permanent fire lookout station built and staffed by Forest Service personnel in the Mineral 

Ranger District was at The Rockies, a mountaintop about 12 miles southwest of the District 

Headquarters at Mineral, reached by trail.  The Rockies Lookout was a D-6 Cupola type lookout house, 

built in 1929.  Two more lookouts were built in 1930, expanding the range of visibility for fire detection 

within the district.  One of these was on the summit of Huckleberry Mountain, near the western edge of 

the national forest, the other at High Rock, closer to Mount Rainier, and the subject of this report.  Like 

High Rock, the Huckleberry Mountain Lookout was a 14’ x 14’ gable roof L-4 type lookout house built 

from a pre-cut Aladdin Company kit, designed for pack hauling into the mountains on the backs of 

mules, necessary as both locations were only accessible by trail.  A 1931 map of the Rainier National 

Forest shows that each of the three lookouts was connected by telephone line to a dispatcher’s office at 

the Mineral Ranger Station. 

        During the 1930s, the policies and programs of the administration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt 

had a profound effect upon the Forest Service.  As a response to the national economic hardships of the 

Great Depression, the administration of U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt initiated the Emergency 

Conservation Work (ECW) Act, creating the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in March 1933.  An 

Executive Order authorized the program and appointed a director.  The Departments of War,  
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Portion of Rainier National Forest Map of 1931 showing boundaries of the Mineral Ranger District, and fire 
lookout stations existing at that time (indicated by arrows).  Map from U.S. Forest Service files. 
 
 

Agriculture, Interior, and Labor had chief responsibilities for administration of the CCC, a work relief 

program designed to accomplish forestry and other natural resource conservation projects on public 

lands.  The U.S. Army assumed the responsibility for training and transporting recruits, and for the 

design, construction and administration of field work camps.  The role of the Forest Service and other 

technical services was to plan and direct work projects.  The Department of Labor recruited and selected 

the enrollees, usually through the county welfare boards.  Recruits were organized into companies of 

about 200 men, and each company assigned to a camp.  Two Reserve corps officers were assigned to 

each company, one as company commander and one as junior officer.  Technical services, such as the 

Forest Service, provided a camp superintendent, foremen, and assistants for each camp.   

 

     At the national level, implementation of ECW legislation resulted in one of the most rapid 

mobilizations of men the country has ever seen.  Within the first three months, 300,000 men were 

deployed in approximately 1500 camps across the nation (Lacy 1976:24).  As CCC mobilization plans 

Huckleberry Mtn. LO 

The Rockies LO 

High Rock LO 

Mineral Ranger Station 
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were initially developed in the Pacific Northwest, a total of 38 CCC camps were established on National 

Forests in the State of Washington by August 1933, including nine camps for the Columbia National 

Forest and eight camps for the Snoqualmie National Forest.   

 
     CCC Camp Mineral (F-25) was established in May 1933 in Pleasant Valley, near the community of 

Elbe, in the upper Nisqually Valley adjacent to the national forest.  CCC Company 983 was assigned to 

the camp. Working under the supervision of Forest Service foremen, enrollees built roads, bridges, trails, 

and firebreaks, installed miles of telephone line, constructed new buildings at the Mineral Ranger 

Station, a guard station at Big Creek, and other facilities.  Enrollees served as firefighters, and carried out 

a range of maintenance duties.  Work projects planned for 1934 included the construction of five fire 

lookouts on national forest lands administered by the Mineral Ranger District (Bowen 1934).  These 

appear to have included Glacier View Lookout, Newaukum Lookout, Stahl Peak Lookout, West Fork 

Tilton Lookout, and Pleasant Valley Lookout.  The availability of funding for lookout construction and the 

labor provided by CCC enrollees substantially improved the district’s ability to detect and respond to 

wildfires.  

     During the late 1930s, the fire management organization of the Mineral Ranger District remained 

fairly small.  The Protective Assistant (P.A.) was a permanent position, working directly for the District 

Ranger.  The P.A. supervised the temporary, seasonal employees, including, by 1939, eight lookout-

firemen, a packer, and a truck driver.  The P.A. relied completely upon CCC firefighting crews either from 

nearby Camp Mineral, or, after 1937, camps from the adjacent Columbia National Forest, for all fire 

suppression activities on the District. 

 

Protection crew, Mineral Ranger District, 1939, including lookout-firemen:  Back row: Meacham, Truck Driver; 
Milbrath, Pleasant Valley; Clark, Glacierview; Waldner, Newaukum; Van Gelder, Rockies; Hale, High Rock; Mayn, 
Nisqually; Front row: McCullough, Huckleberry; McCray, P.A.; McAllister, Packer; Vanderpool, West Fork.  Photo 
from the Heritage Program archives, Gifford Pinchot National Forest. 
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     At the District level, the entry of the U.S. into World War II had a direct effect upon the fire 

management organization of the Forest Service.  With the cancellation of the CCC program in 1942, the 

Forest Service was forced to take a different approach to fire suppression, and sought other sources of 

labor for firefighting crews.  Also, many of the young men who had seasonally worked as lookout-

firemen or lookout observers enlisted in the armed services.  Up to this point, fire lookouts had been 

almost uniformly staffed by men.  Beginning in 1942, women were recruited to serve as lookouts in the 

national forests throughout the country.  In 1944, half of the lookout stations within the Mineral Ranger 

District were staffed by young women.  The experiences of a young female lookout observer stationed 

at Tatoosh Lookout, within the Columbia National Forest, and visible to the east of High Rock, were 

recounted in the book Tatoosh, published after the war, and a Book-of-the-Month Club best-seller.  

 

     After World War II, Mineral Ranger District continued to employ seasonal personnel in the staffing of 

its fire lookouts. In the Post-War period, the Forest Service sought to modernize fire management 

operations, adapting new technologies to resource protection.  The job title “Protective Assistant” was 

replaced with “Fire Control Officer,” reflecting a shift in program emphasis.  As the Forest Service 

entered a period of increased emphasis on timber management, considerable effort was made to 

expand the road system to provide access to drainages containing stands of timber suitable for 

commercial harvest.  With the expansion of system roads, the Forest Service began to rely more heavily 

on patrolman observation and fire detection.  By the 1950s and 1960s, aerial patrols were used 

increasingly for fire detection. 

 

      The Mineral Ranger District was dissolved as an administrative unit of the Snoqualmie National 

Forest in 1969, and the ranger station facilities at Mineral were decommissioned and sold.  While still 

technically a part of the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest, the lands came under the administrative 

jurisdiction of the Gifford Pinchot National Forest.  Lands in the Mineral Block, west of Morton and 

Mineral were managed by the Randle Ranger District, with District Headquarters in Randle; lands to the 

east of this, including those adjacent to Mount Rainier National Park, were managed by the Packwood 

Ranger District, with District Headquarters in Packwood.  By this time, High Rock was the only remaining 

fire lookout within the former Mineral District.  Seasonal operations continued under the local 

management of the Fire Control Officer, Packwood Ranger District. By the early 1980s, the District had 

ceased all use of fixed point fire detection, and was relying entirely upon engine patrols and aerial 

observation.   

 

     In 1997, the Packwood and Randle Ranger Districts were consolidated to become the Cowlitz Valley 

Ranger District.  The Forest Service offices and compound in Packwood were decommissioned and sold.  

All Fire Management operations for the north half of the Gifford Pinchot National Forest are currently 

directed from the District Headquarters in Randle. The District Fire organization currently consists of a 

District Fire Management Officer, Assistant District Fire Management Officer, Suppression Crew Leader, 

and two Engine Foremen.    
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Architectural Context 

     In the southern Cascade Mountains of Washington, the earliest fire lookout structures built by the 

Forest Service were small wood frame buildings of local design, constructed by Forest Rangers.  Among 

the first erected within the State of Washington was Red Mountain Lookout, built in 1910 at the crest of 

the Cascade Range, within what is now the Gifford Pinchot National Forest.  Photographs indicate that it 

was a small single-story cabin, with square floor plan, approximately 8’ x 8’ in size, with a hipped roof 

clad with hand-split cedar shakes, and small windows (Kresek 1984:145, McClure and Mack 2008:65). No 

standard agency design for lookout houses existed in the Northwest until after 1915.   

The D-6 Cupola Style          

     The first standard Forest Service fire lookout design developed for use in the national forests of the 

Pacific Northwest,  Forest Service District 6 (now Region 6), including Washington and Oregon, was 

known as the “D-6 Cupola” type.  The design was based on a prototype built by well-known 

mountaineer and guide Elijah “Lige” Coalman at the summit of Mt. Hood, in Oregon in 1915 (Kresek 

1984:11, Tomlinson 2002:16).  The D-6 Cupola was a 12’ x 12’ wood frame building with a 6’ x 6’ 

glassed-in, pyramidal-hipped roof cupola centered on top of the truncated pyramidal-hipped roof 

first story. The first floor served as the living quarters; the cupola, with stand-mounted fire finder, 

was the observatory. All the windows had shutters for when the lookout house was not in use. The 

roofing consisted of cedar shingles.  

     It appears that most, if not all D-6 Cupola 

lookouts were pre-fabricated as kits.  A newspaper 

report indicates that the Forest Service contracted 

with the Mill-Made Construction Company, 

Portland, Oregon, for the manufacture of the 

lookout kit (Medford Sun 1917). The kits were easy 

to pack into remote locations accessible only by 

trail, easy to build, efficient, and sturdy (Atwood et 

al 2005:68). Although these lookouts were designed 

as ground houses, a few were also built on short 

towers of wood timber construction.  Many of 

these lookouts were built in the region between 

1917 and 1930, but few examples survive.  Data 

compiled by Kresek (1984), indicate that 

approximately 45 were built in Washington, alone.  

Among the best known examples were those on the 

summits of Mount St. Helens and Mt. Adams.  As an 

architectural type, these lookouts were distinctive, if 

not iconic, and wholly representative of the Forest 

Service and its early mission.  

Black Butte Lookout, built in 1924, an extant D-6 
Cupola Style lookout house (Deschutes NF, OR), 
author photograph. 
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“Cathedral” Style 

     The “Cathedral” style lookout was developed by the Forest 

Service in the late 1920s, and was characterized by a ground 

house with an enclosed observation tower that gives the 

appearance of a cathedral tower.  Only seven examples of this 

style are known to have been built in the Pacific Northwest 

region, and the design of each is slightly different (Cox 1991:5-6; 

Kresek 1984:49, 153, 154).  Some feature a rectangular floor 

plan; others an L-shaped plan, 11’ x 11’ in size. Living quarters 

were on the ground floor, with an observatory in the enclosed 

tower.  The lower level featured a shed roof, the observation 

tower a gable roof. French Butte Lookout (1929), Cowlitz Valley 

Ranger District, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, and no longer 

extant, is a typical example of this lookout house style.  

 

The L-4 – Aladdin  Style Lookout House  

     From an early date, the Forest Service had sought a simpler lookout house design that would 

incorporate the living quarters and observation facilities into the same room.  In support of this concept, 

Coert DuBois, Regional Forester for the Pacific Southwest Region (then District 5), had designed a small 

12’8”x12’8” hip-roofed lookout in 1914.  Expanding on that design, he subsequently developed standard 

plans for a 14’ x 14’ lookout that were adopted for use in that region in 1917. DuBois’ 14’ x 14’ lookout 

(“Design 4-A”) is credited as the likely predecessor of the next generation of standardized fire lookouts 

that would be built by the Forest Service throughout much of the western United States (Bailey 

2003:132, Thornton 1986:27, Tomlinson 2002:17.  

     By the late 1920s, a new standard 14’ x 14’ lookout design was developed by the Forest Service for 

use in Region 1, which includes Montana and northern Idaho.  The “L-4 Lookout House,” as it was 

known, was designed by Clyde Fickes, supervising architect for Region 1, based in Missoula, Montana 

(Caywood 2017, McClure 2012).  The design featured a cabin framed with pre-cut dimensional lumber, 

windows on every elevation, and options for a gabled or hipped roof.  Wood shutters mounted 

horizontally were designed to provide shade for the windows when the lookout was in use, and when 

closed, helped to seal the structure for the winter.  The L-4 lookout was suitable for use as a ground 

house or could be mounted on a tower.    

     The L-4 also became known as the “Aladdin” design, taking the name of the company that produced 

pre-fabricated lookout kits for the Forest Service, based on Clyde Fickes’ plans and specifications.  The 

Aladdin Company, with headquarters in Bay City, Michigan, was a pioneer in the pre-cut mail order 

home industry.  The company owned a mill in Portland, Oregon that became the principal manufacturer 

of lookout kits for the Forest Service during the 1930s (Tomlinson 2002).  The L-4 design was widely 

adopted by other regions of the U.S. Forest Service between 1929 and 1953.    

French Butte Lookout, undated photo, 
Gifford Pinchot National Forest archives. 
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The initial L-4 Lookout House designed by Forest Service architect Clyde Fickes in 1929.  The elevation drawings 
are from a copy of the original plans, courtesy of Ray Kresek, Forest Fire Lookout Association.  

 
 
The L-4 Lookout, Gable Roof  (“Grange Hall”) Model 

     Clyde Fickes’ prototype for the L-4 lookout, designed at the end of the fire season in 1929, featured a 

gable roof (Caywood 2017).  The design was quickly adopted as a standard plan by the Forest Service in 

the Pacific Northwest Region, replacing the earlier D-6 Cupola lookout design.  Because of its roof form, 

this earliest variant of the L-4 lookout was nicknamed the “Grange Hall” model.  The earliest set of plans 

for this lookout type so far identified in collections and archives from the Pacific Northwest Region is 

from the Aladdin Company, Portland, Oregon, dated 1930, and is likely adapted from Fickes’ original 

design.  This first standard L-4 design is labeled the “Aladdin Jr.” on the original plans produced by the 

company.  A second set of plans, dated 1931, was developed by the Forest Service, and is labeled “Plan 

L-4 R6 1931 L.O. House.”  The 1931 set includes plans for both the gable roof and hip roof variants of the 

L-4 design.  There is little difference in design indicated in comparing the two sets of plans (Appendix B, 

Appendix C).  Not surprisingly, the Aladdin Company plans provide dimensions for all pre-cut lumber; 

the Forest Service plans provide a greater level of detail for purposes of construction.  Both sets of plans 

closely reflect the actual, “as-built” design of the High Rock Lookout cabin.  

     Windows in the early model L-4 lookout included five sets of nine-light wood sashes extending across 

each façade, except in the primary elevation, where the door takes the place of one window.  Two heavy 

wood shutters, hinged at the top, were designed to cover and protect the windows during the off 

season.  When raised and secured, they shaded the windows and reduced glare. The shutters were held 

in the raised position by a 5/8” iron rod bolted to the structure. A separate shutter covered the door. 

The original exterior siding described on the plans as 1” x 6” “Rustic,” was probably intended to suggest 

using a lap siding, possibly with v-grooves at the seams (common to the period and implemented on 

subsequent L-4 model lookouts). The interior walls below the windows are covered in the same type of 
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siding in the original plans.  Whereas 1x6 single-V rustic lap siding was deployed in subsequent iterations 

of the L-4 series (inside and out in the final 1936 iteration of the L-4 series), 1 x 6” cedar bevel siding was 

used in practice on the exterior of the “grange hall” model, and 1 x 4” tongue and groove “bead board” 

surfaced the interior ceilings and lower walls .  Also, in practice, the doors used in the “grange hall” style 

had nine lights instead of 6 as depicted in early architectural drawings. 

      The Aladdin Company plans for the L-4 lookout suggest that the company was producing kits for the 

gable roof lookout house by 1930.  According to Kresek (1984:11), the 14-by-14 foot lookout kit cost 

$500, with materials pre-packaged for hauling by pack mules.  Working on the Columbia National Forest 

in 1930, Carroll E. Brown assisted a carpenter in building one of the early L-4 lookouts.  According to 

Brown, the pre-cut material was “marked for its location on the building plans” to ease assembly (PNFSA 

2005:196).  The gable-roof L-4s were only built in the Pacific Northwest Region from 1929 to about 

1932, when the hip roof variant was uniformly adopted by the Forest Service.  High Rock Lookout is a 

one-and-a-half story ground-level version of the “Grange Hall” model L-4; the lower level is built on 

sloping ground, has no windows, and is used for storage. The upper level is the Aladdin cab, with 

perimeter catwalk with handrail.   

     The “Grange Hall” model is the rarest of the L-4 designs. Besides High Rock, only three examples of 

the gable roof L-4 lookout house currently survive in the State of Washington. These include Three 

Fingers Lookout (1929), Hidden Lake Peak Lookout (1931), and Copper Mountain Lookout (1934), all 

located within the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest.  Four examples survive in Oregon, including 

Bald Butte Lookout (1931), in the Fremont-Winema National Forest, Oregon Butte Lookout (1931), 

Umatilla National Forest, Olallie Mountain Lookout (1932), Willamette National Forest, and Sand 

Mountain Lookout, also located in the Willamette National Forest. The latter is a 1989 reconstruction of 

the original Sand Mountain Lookout (1932), built from the disassembled Whisky Peak Lookout (1931), 

Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest.  

 

       

Extant examples of the L-4 Gable Roof (“Grange Hall”) variant style:  Left: Three Fingers Lookout, Mt. Baker-
Snoqualmie National Forest, photo courtesy WTA.org. Right: Bald Butte Lookout, Fremont-Winema National 
Forest, USFS photo.  Note the nine-light door in this photo. 
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     Details of the L-4 Gable Roof (“Grange Hall”) type lookout house may be found in the two sets of 

plans included as Appendix A of this report.  Along with a set of plans, the Aladdin kits undoubtedly 

included a materials list, but to date, a surviving copy has not been found in Forest Service records.   

L-4 Hip Roof Variant – Early Model 

     In 1932 the Forest Service modified the design of the L-4 lookout, standardizing the use of a hip roof 

structure to provide greater strength and stability under snow loads (Atwood et al. 2005). 2x2 pine 

struts were used to hold up the shutters. The windows were changed at this time to include only four-

light sashes, which provided better visibility and easier cleaning. By 1935, specifications referred to the 

window design as “four light barn sash, 1 3/8” thick.” According to Kresek, this popular version of the L-4 

lookout was built until 1953 (1998:11). Like the earlier L-4 model, they were available as pre-cut kits 

from the Aladdin Company, at least in the early years.  The five lookouts built with CCC enrollee labor on 

the Mineral Ranger District in 1934 (no longer extant) were undoubtedly Aladdin kits for this early 

model of the hip roof L-4.   

 

                        

Left: Burley Mountain Lookout, L-4 Hip Roof variant (Gifford Pinchot NF, WA), author photo; Right: Bull-of-the-
Woods Lookout, L-4 “Outrigger” variant (Mt. Hood NF), photo courtesy OregonHiker.org. 

 

L-4 Hip Roof Variant – “Outrigger” Model 
 
     The Forest Service made a slight modification to the design of the L-4 lookout in 1936, producing 

standard plans that featured a new system for securing the window shutters when open.   Ceiling joists 

were extended two feet beyond the cab forming overhead “outriggers” to which the shutters were 

attached by bolts and wing nuts, eliminating the need for shutter props.  The 1936 standard model 

featured the 4-light window sashes, and 1x6 single-V rustic siding (inside and out). Where a catwalk was 

used, decking was typically 2x material, and the structure featured a 36-inch handrail.  

     Inside the lookout, furniture included a cast iron wood-burning stove, a single bunk bed, a desk, a 

cooler cabinet “A,” a cabinet “B,” and a water stand.  All the furniture around the interior perimeter was 

under 3 feet in height to provide for an unobstructed view.  An elaborate built-in stand for the fire 
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finder, elevated above the other furnishings occupied the center of the room.  A crank-style telephone 

was mounted on the side of the stand.  A stool with glass telephone insulators for feet was used for 

protection during lightning storms. (USDA FS, Region Six, “Standard – 1936 14’ X 14’ Lookout House).  

     The 1936 standard version of the L-4 was the most popular during the later years of the CCC work 

relief program, when many were built throughout the region.  The majority of surviving L-4 lookouts in 

Washington and Oregon appear to represent this type.  The Forest Service continued to use this design 

until 1953. 

 

L-5, L-6, L-7 Models – “Emergency” Lookout Houses 
 
     The L-5 and L-6 cab styles were smaller variations of the L-4 style built in the Pacific Northwest Region 

ca. 1932-1938.  The few that were built generally served as secondary “emergency” lookouts.  Most 

were built as ground houses, but given their small size it is unlikely they were lived in. The L-5 measured 

10’ x 10’ and the L-6 measured 8’ x 8’ and the L-7 measured 7’ x 7.’ The L-5 and L-6 models featured a 

hip roof.  The L-5 lookout house featured three window sashes of four lights each on each façade.  Dry 

Creek Lookout (1935), Cowlitz Valley Ranger District, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, and no longer 

extant, is a typical example of an L-5 Model lookout (see photo, below). The L-6 featured three, six-light 

window sashes on each façade, with a single large window shutter for each side. 

     The L-7 lookout house was designed for use on a wooden tower. Standard Forest Service plans for 

this model, dated 1933, are identified as “L-7, Tower Lookout House, Ready Cut – 7’x7’” Later versions of 

the plans dropped the “L-7” designation.  This model had a pair of six-light sashes on each façade, a low 

pitched gable roof that was to be covered with canvas, and could be built with or without a catwalk. 

Living quarters were usually available in ground houses at the site or nearby, such as at a guard station 

(Tomlinson 2002). 

 

 

       Dry Creek Lookout, with shutters secured.  Undated photo from Gifford Pinchot National Forest archives. 
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Aermotor Lookouts  
 
     The Aermotor Company of Chicago, IL, was the primary manufacturer of steel fire towers from the 

1910s to the mid-1920s. The towers have very small cabs – typically only 7’x7’ - because the towers are 

based upon Aermotor Company windmill structures.  Aermotor lookouts were most commonly used in 

the American Midwest, South, and Northeast.  Few were used in the mountainous West.  In the Pacific 

Northwest Region, a few steel tower Aermotor lookouts were erected by the Forest Service in the 

1920s. In the 1930’s, more were built, predominantly east of the Cascades in Washington and Oregon, 

and constructed with CCC labor (Kresek 1984).  

     The Aermotor Company produced several 

different models of prefabricated towers with steel 

cabs, including the LL-25, LS-40, LX-25, and the MC-

39, probably the most popular. The principal 

differences between the models are the height of 

the tower and the stair or ladder configurations. 

Because of the small size of the observation cab, the 

majority of these lookouts also featured a ground 

house or cabin that was used as living quarters.  A 

few steel lookout towers were also manufactured 

by the International Derrick Company, an Aermotor 

competitor.  

     Most surviving examples of Aermotor lookouts in 

Washington are located on the Colville National 

Forest and the Umatilla National Forest.  An 

Aermotor located on Moses Mountain, on the 

Colville Indian Reservation is the tallest lookout in 

Washington, with a 123-foot tower.  No examples 

of this lookout type were known to have been built 

in the southern Cascades of Washington.  

 

R-6 Flat Model Lookouts  

     After the long success of the L-4s, the Forest Service designed a new lookout house for use in the 

Pacific Northwest Region in 1953. The initial design was by Forest Service Architect A.P. “Benny” 

DiBenedetto, who would subsequently design many of the agency’s houses of the period.  To reduce the 

costs of replacing shutters and shingles on the roof of the L-4s, the “R-6 Flat” design features a flat tar 

roof with extended eaves. The exterior walls are covered with T-111 plywood. The overall dimensions of 

the building range from less than 14’ x 14’ to over 15’ x 15.’ The plans for this style are just labeled 

“Lookout House” (on file, Umatilla NF Headquarters). The term “R-6 Flat” appears to be the most 

common name. The R-6 Flat was the last of the standardized styles, most recently used in the 1990s for 

Trout Creek Butte Lookout, Deschutes NF, 
Aermotor lookout on 86’ tower. 2015 photo by 
Dennis Poulin, courtesy Peakbagger.com. 
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one of the last lookouts built by the Forest Service in the Pacific Northwest Region.  One of the best 

surviving examples is Red Mountain Lookout, Mt. Adams Ranger District, Gifford Pinchot National 

Forest, which was restored by the Forest Service in 2005. 

 

               

Examples of the R-6 Flat Model Lookout: Left: Silver Star Lookout (1955), no longer extant (U.S. Forest Service 
photo); Right: Red Mountain Lookout (1959), after restoration (author photo). Both examples are from the 
Gifford Pinchot National Forest. 

 

Ancillary Structures 

Garages  

     Like the lookout houses, garages at lookout stations, if the station had one, were very basic and 

functional. Most garages were built on standardized Forest Service plans developed in the 1930s.  Most 

had a dirt or gravel floor, and were typically built to accommodate a single vehicle. Among the most 

common of the standard plans was a design for a 16x20 garage, although earlier garages may have been 

as small as 16x18 (Tomlinson 2002).  The garages had front-gabled roofs, featured exterior horizontal 

siding, and typically included a side-sliding, track-mounted door.  

Toilets 

     Toilets (“outhouses”) used at fire lookout sites were typically small wood frame structures over 

an unlined pit.  Plans for toilets used at lookout sites and remote guard stations were standardized 

in the 1930s, and appear to have been similar to those used in many Forest Service campgrounds.  
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High Rock Fire Lookout - Site History 

     Little information about the early history of High Rock Lookout survives in Forest Service records, and 

what information does exist provides conflicting dates for the construction of the lookout.  Some Forest 

Service facilities records indicate the date of construction as 1929; at least one external source gives the 

date of 1930 (Kresek 1985:136).  Information compiled by the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest 

indicates 1931 as the year the lookout was built (Hollenbeck 1987:298). Two pieces of evidence support 

the later date of construction. First, neither the Aladdin plans nor the pre-cut lookout kits were available 

before 1930. We know High Rock conforms to those plans, and surviving original stenciling indicates it 

was a pre-cut “pack haul” kit. Second, the date “1931” appears in cement at the base of the fire finder 

ground rod, under the lookout cab.  The evidence suggests that construction may have begun in 1930, 

but was probably not completed until 1931. The lookout is shown as an existing “Permanent lookout 

station” on the 1931 Rainier National Forest map.    

     Access to the lookout site at the time of its construction was by trail from Big Creek.  Forest Service 

records indicate that there was no trail to High Rock before 1929.  It is therefore unlikely that the 

summit of Sawtooth Ridge was used as an observation point for fire detection before the trail was built.   

 

 

The earliest known photograph of High Rock Fire Lookout, taken either in 1938 or 1939, shows the catwalk 
before the handrail was added.  The view is to the north, showing the southwest elevation (left) and southeast 
(primary) elevation (right).  The photograph is from the family of Jim Hale, courtesy of White Pass Country 
Historical Society.   
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     The diaries of William Sethe, Senior Forest Ranger, Rainier National Forest, indicate that a lookout 

patrolman named George McCray was stationed at High Rock during the summer of 1929, operating 

from a tent camp (Sethe 1929).  It is clear from the diary entries that a telephone box was in place at 

High Rock by this time, and that McCray was in regular communication with the ranger station at 

Mineral. On July 22nd, McCray reported that he was orienting his fire finder.  The following day he 

reported his first fire of the season, and another on July 31st.  McCray remained at High Rock until 

September 25th, when Sethe reports he was “moving his camp off of High Rock” (Sethe 1929). The next 

year, Sethe recorded that a man named “Preston” was serving as lookout at High Rock, presumably 

while construction of the lookout house was underway, though he gives no details. Other records list 

Ralph Patterson as the lookout in 1930 (see roster, below).         

     During the late 1930s, High Rock Fire Lookout was staffed by young men, often from local 

communities (Table 1).  Training and orientation to lookout duties was often provided by the Protective 

Assistant, but by 1937 became formalized into annual “Guard Training” held by the Mineral Ranger 

District at the beginning of the fire season.  In addition to training in fire behavior, “smoke chasing,” and 

fire-fighting methods, lookout personnel received specialized instruction in duties specific to lookout 

observers or lookout-firemen, including fire detection and reporting. 

     Primary duties associated with fire detection included operation and care of the Osborne firefinder, 

completion of forms and records related to fires, lightning strikes, and storms, as well as the daily 

recording of standard weather observations using a set of weather instruments (USDA Forest Service 

1937).  Lookout personnel were responsible for telephone operation and maintenance, care and 

maintenance of their quarters within the lookout house, and contact with any public visiting the lookout 

station.  They were also responsible for the care and maintenance of tools and equipment, including 

those for use in fire-fighting.   

     James R. (Jim) Hale, a young man from the nearby community of Mineral, served as lookout at High 

Rock during the late 1930s.  Photographs from Hale’s personal collection show the interior of the 

lookout during this time period, and offer details of the furnishings, such as the fire finder and stand, 

bed, and folding chairs.  In one of these photographs (see below) the hand-crank telephone can be seen 

mounted directly beneath the Osborne fire finder.   

        
 
  

Lookout Jim Hale at High Rock, circa 

1939. The view is to the north, showing 

the southwest elevation (left) and 

southeast (primary) elevation (right).  

The photograph is from the Hale family, 

courtesy of White Pass Country Historical 

Society 
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Interior views of High Rock Fire Lookout with Forest Service guard Jim Hale, 1939. Photographs from the Hale 
family courtesy of White Pass Country Historical Society.   

      
 

 
 

A visitor to High Rock Lookout, circa 1939. This view shows the primary elevation, with left window shutter and 
door shutter (at right) in raised position on steel rods.  The photograph is from the Hale family, courtesy of 
White Pass Country Historical Society.    
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Table 1. Roster of Lookout Personnel, High Rock Fire Lookout 
(List courtesy of White Pass Country Historical Society) 

 
 

Year(s) Personnel 
  

1929 George McCrae 

1930 Ralph Patterson 

1931-1933 Adolph Berden 

1934 Bill Bevan 

1935 Bert Shabel 

1936 Yeager Bush 

1937 Dave Greeley 

1938-1940 James R. Hale 

1941 Carl Montgomery 

1942 Rod Scurlock 

1943 Allen Linn 

1944 Chas. Smith 

1945 Don W. Toll 

1946 Don Weaver 

1947 Stan Storme  

1948 Barry McCanby 

1949 Clyde E. Millo 

1950 Mike Montgomery 

1951 Holt (Higen) 

1952 John Raynor 

1953-1959 unknown 

1960 Susan Crawford 

1961-1962 unknown 

1963 Allen Verne 

1964-1965 unknown 

1966 Gerald E. Hackett 

1967-1970 unknown 

1971-1972 Lynn Arthur Wood 

1973-1982 not staffed 

1986 Tom McCann 

1987-2001 Lawrence E. “Bud” Panco 

2003-2004 Lawrence E. “Bud” Panco 

2004-present not staffed 
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     Following a period of neglect and vandalism, rehabilitation was undertaken by personnel from the 
Fire Management Office, Packwood Ranger District in 1982 and the lookout subsequently staffed with a 
volunteer.  
 
     From 1986 to 2003, the late Lawrence E. “Bud” Panco, of Packwood, Washington, served as the 

volunteer lookout observer at High Rock.  Panco described the experience in a memoir entitled This Old 

Hat: Tales from the Shadow of the Mountain, published in 2014 by the White Pass Country Historical 

Society.  During the summer of 1945, and at the age of sixteen, Panco was hired to work on the fire 

suppression crew for the Packwood Ranger District, and had spent two weeks as the relief lookout at 

Midway Lookout, on the boundary with the Yakima Indian Reservation (now Yakama Nation).  Hired 

again for the Randle District fire crew in 1946, he was offered the position as lookout at Watch 

Mountain, overlooking the Cowlitz River Valley, and was stationed there for the entire summer.  

Through these formative youthful experiences, Panco developed a love affair with lookouts that led, 

many years later, to his seventeen years of volunteer service at High Rock. 

 

 

                           Bud Panco demonstrates use of the Osborne Fire Finder at High Rock Lookout.  
                              July 2003 photo courtesy of White Pass Country Historical Society. 

 
 
     Bud Panco noted a marked increase in the number of visitors to High Rock over the years he served 

as the volunteer lookout.   “The first year I was there”, he said, “I maybe had ten to fifteen people visit 

on a Saturday or Sunday (Panco 2014:124).” By 2002, Panco reported, it was not unusual to see 135 

people at the lookout on a single weekend day in the summer.  One factor that undoubtedly contributed 

to the increase in visitors was the publication of several hiking guidebooks that included High Rock as a 

recommended destination.  As early as the 1960s, the Mountaineers, based in Seattle, had published 
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trail guides featuring High Rock (Spring and Manning 1969). In 1981, the Mountaineers published a 

guidebook specific to fire lookouts in Washington that also included High Rock (Spring and Fish 1981). 

The greatest increase in visitors noted by Panco, however, seems to have followed the 1998 publication 

of the Mountaineer’s popular 100 Classic Hikes in Washington, by Ira Spring, co-author of the earlier 

guide to lookouts.  Now in its third edition (Romano 2016), the book is described by its publisher as “The 

all-time best selling hiking guidebook to Washington State!”  

     Other guidebooks have followed, including Day Hiking South Cascades, by Dan Nelson, published in 

2007 by the Mountaineers, which listed High Rock as one of the best hiking destinations in the region for 

an outstanding view.  The author describes the “1929-vintage fire lookout on the tip-top of what 

appears to be a massive stone-walled ship’s bow” as part of the “grand spectacle” awaiting hikers who 

ascend the trail to High Rock.  

     Promotional material for the latest edition (Romano 2016) includes the following “teaser” for the 
High Rock hike: 
 

     “Teetering on a precipitous pinnacle, High Rock is one of Washington’s most stunning 
lookouts. It’s one of the few remaining in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest, though it’s 
no longer staffed; much-needed restoration began on it in 2015. The hike to it is short 
but steep. And if the climb doesn’t take your breath away, the in-your-face view of 
Mount Rainier’s snowy face will. High Rock is the loftiest and most prominent point 
along the serrated Sawtooth Ridge rising above the Nisqually River valley just south of 
Mount Rainier. Folks used to have to hike more than 10 miles to reach High Rock, but 
over the years the Forest Service punched roads closer and closer to this peak for timber 
extraction. The days of the big cut are over now, and surprisingly Sawtooth Ridge still 
retains stands of old-growth forest. But it’s High Rock’s far-reaching and unsurpassed 
views that you’ll find most intriguing on this hike.” 
 

      

     After the Forest Service ceased staffing of the lookout, a decision was made to open it each season 

for public access.  The agency felt that if the lookout were kept shuttered and locked during the 

summer, that it might suffer greater vandalism or damage from people attempting to gain entry.  For a 

few years, Fire Management personnel from Cowlitz Valley Ranger District would hike up to the lookout 

in early summer to open and secure the shutters, unlock to door, collect trash, and perform minor 

maintenance tasks.  At the end of the season, the lookout would be secured for the winter.  Beginning in 

2007, these tasks were handed off to volunteer Dean Durant, a probation officer for Lewis County 

Juvenile Justice Center.  Durant has annually, since that time, enlisted the help of juvenile offenders to 

open and close the lookout each summer, clear the trail, collect trash, and perform maintenance, such 

as painting the lookout.  

 

     At present, the principal access to the lookout is from the trailhead at Towhead Gap, located at mile 

point 2.5 on Forest Service Road 8440. From Ashford, access is via Kernahan Road (Pierce County), Skate 

Creek Road (Lewis County), and Forest Roads 52 (paved), 84, and 8440 (gravel).  The gravel roads are 

maintained for high clearance vehicles, and there is limited parking available at the trailhead.   
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IV – Management Standards and Guidelines 

Forest Service Manual (FSM) Direction  

     The Forest Service Manual provides agency-specific direction pertaining to the implementation of 

public law and federal regulations.  The management and treatment of historic properties is addressed 

in Chapter 2360 (Heritage Program Management), revised in 2008.  The Manual directs the agency to 

“meet the Secretary of  the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation for all National Register eligible 

or listed properties” on National Forest System lands (FSM 2364.42).  The Manual recognizes, however, 

that maintenance measures may differ depending on the primary value of the specific resource, and the 

recommended long-term management category to which it is allocated. 

     The Manual further directs the agency to employ the tools of public interpretation and adaptive 

reuse of historic properties “whenever feasible to maintain and realize the values that make a historic 

property significant” (FSM 2364.43).  Additional directions and guidelines for adaptive reuse of historic 

properties include the following: 

 “Adaptive reuse should serve administrative, recreational, educational, economic, social, or other 

purposes essential to the mission of the Forest Service, in accordance with these guidelines: 

1. Designated use is consistent with the affected historic property’s management allocation and 

the goals and objectives in an approved historic property plan. 

2. Feasibility analyses and/or future use determinations have been adequately completed by forest 

or grassland heritage, engineering, lands, recreation, and other program staffs. 

3. Necessary building or structural alterations do not compromise the integrity of the features that 

make the property historically significant and are done in accordance with the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards and Guidelines. 

4. NHPA Section 106 consultation with the SHPO, Advisory Council, and other interested parties is 

successfully completed, unless alternative procedures are followed under a programmatic 

agreement. 

5. Rehabilitation and use complies with all other Forest Service laws, policies, and/or regulations in 

design, construction, use, and maintenance. 

6. Adaptively reused buildings and structures are managed as an agency asset (“Federal real 

property”) in accordance with the requirements of E.O. 13327.” 

The Manual also provides direction for the management of historic properties for purposes of public 

interpretation.  The agency is directed to identify cultural resources that are suitable for public use and 

interpretation (FSM 2364.43c).   Historic properties managed directly for purposes of cultural resource 

interpretation should: 

1. Comply with laws, policies, and/or regulations such as the Americans with Disabilities Act in 

design, construction, use, and maintenance. 

2. Be aesthetically and functionally appropriate to the environmental, cultural, or recreational 

setting in which it is located, for example, the Recreational Opportunity Spectrum. 
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3. Be historically accurate and culturally sensitive. 

4. Provide tangible educational, recreational, economic, or other public benefits.    

 Historic properties managed for interpretive purposes should also be managed as an agency asset 

(“Federal Real Property”) in accordance with the requirements of Executive Order 13327 – Federal Real 

Property Asset Management.  

 

Forest Plan Direction 
 

     In accordance with federal regulations implementing the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

(NEPA), the Land and Resource Management Plan, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, was completed and 

published in 1990.   Forest management goals, as stated in the Plan, include the protection and 

management of historic sites for “interpretation, or adaptive reuse as applicable” and to “maintain a 

diversity of cultural resource sites by in-place preservation” (Plan IV-3).  Forest management objectives 

state that the ultimate goal of the cultural resource program [now Heritage Program] “will be the use 

and/or interpretation of appropriate cultural resource properties for the benefit of the general public” 

(Plan IV-21).  The objectives also call for the development of cultural resource management plans for 

select National Register sites and Districts on the Forest, in consultation with the Washington SHPO.  

Measures to correct problems of deterioration or destruction of significant properties will also be 

developed, as needed. 

      On-the-ground management direction for implementing the Forest Plan included Forest-wide 

Standards and Guidelines for cultural resources (Plan IV-49-50).  Several pertain specifically to historic, 

above-ground facilities such as the High Rock Lookout: 

1. A cultural resource management plan will be written for each Federally-owned site listed on, or 

determined eligible for, the National Register of Historic Places. 

2. Cultural resources eligible for the Register will be protected from depredation due to public use 

and natural deterioration. 

3. Federally-owned historic buildings not in use should be considered for special use permits or 

Granger-Thye permits. 

4. Existing and potential historic structure maintenance will be identified and reviewed annually.   

 

     This document (Historic Property Management Plan) represents the first cultural resource 

management plan written for an individual, National Register-eligible, historic building within the Gifford 

Pinchot National Forest, as per the 1990 Standards and Guidelines.    
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V – The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 

 

Note: The following is a copy of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the treatment of Historic 

Properties.  They have been added here for easy reference.  These are to be used as general guidelines 

for all historic preservation projects involving the properties addressed with this management plan.  

More specific guidelines for implementing these treatments can be found at the following National Park 

Service website: http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/standguide/. 

Standards for Preservation 

     Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing 

form, integrity, and materials of an historic property.  Work, including preliminary measures to protect 

and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of historic 

materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new construction.  New exterior additions 

are not within the scope of this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, 

electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is 

appropriate within a preservation project. 

1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retention of 

distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.  Where a treatment and use have 

not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work 

may be undertaken. 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.  The replacement of intact or 

repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that 

characterize a property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.  Work needed to 

stabilize, consolidate, and conserve existing historic materials and features will be physically and 

visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented for future 

research. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and 

preserved. 

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 

that characterize a property will be preserved. 

6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of 

intervention needed.  Where the severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of 

a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old in composition, design, color, and texture. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means 

possible.  Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

8. Archaeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.  If such resources must be 

disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 
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Standards for Rehabilitation 

     Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property 

through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its 

historical, cultural, or architectural values. 

1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change 

to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.  The removal of distinctive 

materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property 

will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.  Changes that 

create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements 

from other historic properties will not be undertaken. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained 

and preserved. 

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 

craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced.  Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in 

design, color, texture, and where possible, materials.  Replacement of missing features will be 

substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means 

possible.  Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.  

8. Archaeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.  If such resources must be 

disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic 

materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property.  The new work shall 

be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, 

scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner 

that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 

environment would be unimpaired. 
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Standards for Restoration 

     Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character 

of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from 

other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period.  The 

limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required 

work to make properties functional is appropriate within a restoration project. 

1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which reflects the property’s 

restoration period. 

2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and preserved.  The removal 

of materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the 

period will not be undertaken. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.  Work needed 

to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features from the restoration period will be 

physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented 

for future research. 

4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods will be 

documented prior to their alteration or removal. 

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 

craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period will be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be substantiated by documentary and 

physical evidence.  Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive 

feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and where possible, 

materials. 

7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be substantiated by 

documentary and physical evidence.  A false sense of history will not be created by adding 

conjectural features, features from other properties, or by combining features that never 

existed together historically. 

8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means 

possible.  Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

9. Archaeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in place. If such 

resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed. 
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VI - Condition Assessments 

     An evaluation completed in 2004 recommended promotion of the lookout as a day-use interpretive 

site in the near term.  The 2004 study also recommended evaluation of sanitation options for overnight 

use and re-evaluation of economic viability as a Recreation Rental program candidate (Knutson 2004). 

     A condition assessment of High Rock Fire Lookout was performed by Forest Service Facilities Engineer 
Kathryn Kaufman in September 2007.  Kaufman noted the poor condition of the lookout at that time, 
recommended further evaluation of the foundation, and identified the following work items, with cost 
estimates: 

 Pest cleanup and control measures (mice) 

 Replace deck, deck framing, and railing ($40,000) 

 Add weather-stripping to door 

 Test for LBP both inside and outside 

 Repaint entire interior of building ($3,500) 

 Repaint entire exterior of building ($8,000) 

 Install code compliant wood stove ($11,000) 

 Replace bench seating ($5,000) 

 Install fire extinguisher 

 Install smoke detector 

 Install carbon monoxide detector 

 Install code compliant lightning protection system ($25,000) 

 Replace windows with double pane ($34,000) 

     A subsequent and more detailed condition assessment was conducted by the SMS, on behalf of the 

Heritage Program, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, in June 2015. A written report (McClure and Allen 

2015) summarizing the results of the assessment, with specific recommendations for stabilization and 

rehabilitation, was provided to Forest Service Engineering and Heritage Program staff in July 2015. The 

findings of the SMS report were, however, not reflected in the most recent Facilities Master Plan for the 

Gifford Pinchot National Forest, completed in December 2015 (Snyder 2016).  The Plan makes reference 

only to the condition assessment conducted by Kaufman in 2007. The findings and recommendations 

below are taken from the SMS report.  

(1.) Foundation:  

     The lookout is situated on exposed bedrock that slopes to the southwest.  The north-northeast side of 

the structure rests directly on short cement blocks, and the remaining sides are anchored to the 

underlying rock by 4” x 6” posts cemented to the rock at the SE and SW corners.  There is but the 

slightest gap along the bedrock contact at the upslope (northeast) side of the lookout. This serves as a 

trap for debris and is therefore a potential moisture trap.                                                              

Recommendation: to prevent moisture damage to sills and joists at base of northeast wall, clean out any 

soil, vegetation, and other debris – a regular maintenance item.  

     Support posts appear to be in generally good condition and dry, with no obvious indications of decay 

or significant deterioration.  We noted the date of 1931 inscribed in the cement at the base of the fire 
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finder ground pole, adjacent to one of the foundation support posts.  The same type of cement mix 

appears to be used with the foundation support posts. 

     There is a fair amount of surplus lumber, deteriorated lumber, wire rope (cable), trash, and debris, 

including older, deteriorated shutters, struts, and other materials stored beneath the lookout.  

Recommendation: remove trash and unnecessary materials from site to provide for better view of 

foundation components and allow easier access for jacking and leveling of floor.   

     Joists and subflooring generally appear to be dry and in very good condition.  The center 6x6 beam 

supporting floor joists is spliced at the center, and sags slightly at the joint, which is supported by a short 

foundation post.  This appears to be at least a partial cause of the sag and bowing in the southwest wall, 

which has caused windows to shift outward at the windowsill.                                                    

Recommendation: jack, shim, and level floor from the position of the sagging joint. 

(2.) Structure/Framing: 

    The sag and bowing in the southwest wall is an indicator that some of the framing elements are 

damaged or deteriorated and in need of replacement.  The window sill is also in poor condition.  

Recommendation:  Remove interior wall cladding below windows, construct temporary stick-frame wall 

in order to bear the load so that damaged/deteriorated framing elements and window sill can be 

replaced.  

(3) Exterior: 

     Exterior cladding on the lookout cabin is horizontal cedar clapboard.  Horizontal rough cut cedar 

planks are used as exterior cladding for the storage shed beneath the lookout.  The exterior paint is 

weathered and peeling, and much bare wood is exposed, particularly on the northwest gable, which 

may need in-kind replacement.  Gable eave trim and lower wall trim are missing from the northwest 

exterior walls, providing the potential for water penetration.  Close inspection of paint in areas where 

weathering and peeling has occurred indicates gray (“silver gray”) was the original exterior color.  The 

color is currently white (latex paint).                                                                                                  

Recommendation:  Replace missing exterior trim, prime and repaint exterior in historic paint scheme 

(either gray paint or stain).  We further recommend that preparation include removal of all existing paint 

using heat gun.   

     Window shutters show varying degrees of weathering and deterioration.  One of the shutters on the 

southwest elevation is completely missing.  An earlier photograph of the lookout (see below) shows a 

shutter above the door on the southeast elevation that is no longer present.  A comparison with the 

earlier photo also indicates there were originally two window shutters on the southeast side, not one 

long shutter as exists currently.   

Recommendation: Replacement of the missing window shutter is a high priority.  Repair and repainting 

of the others is also recommended.  Ultimately, it is desirable to return shutter configuration to historic 

arrangement, including the addition of a door shutter on the southeast elevation. 
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Condition Assessment – High Rock Fire Lookout - 2015 

 

 Gable, northwest elevation 

 
West end, northwest elevation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             

                                       

 

 

                                                        Notching, southwest elevation 

Untreated catwalk decking  

Missing end boards 

Missing eave trim 

Exposed and weathered 

wood 

Notch in planking beneath 

catwalk – for support 

bracing now missing 
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     The deck planking, deck framing, and railing components of the catwalk are deteriorated, structurally 

unsound, and pose a potential safety hazard.  A comparison with the earlier photograph indicates that 

older pole supports, probably yellow cedar cut near the site, were later replaced with pressure-treated 

dimensional lumber posts.  The location and placement of the support posts also changed, as indicated 

by notched bedrock at former post locations.  The earlier photograph also shows that catwalk support 

posts included bracing, now missing, that extended from lookout foundation posts.       

Recommendation:   In the short term, while work is being done on the lookout exterior, the catwalk 

should be reinforced and stabilized for safe use.  In the long term, the catwalk should be restored to 

original, historic form.  If the 1970s photograph accurately depicts an original catwalk, dating from the 

period of significance, then the replacement should feature pole supports, with bracing reintroduced 

through the existing notches cut through exterior planking.  

 

(4) Windows: 

     The dominant multi-light wood sash windows are a defining architectural characteristic of the 

lookout.  There are a total of 19 nine-light windows, including 16 fixed sashes and three awning sashes 

with original brass-plated sill latch hardware.  One fixed sash, in the northwest elevation, has been badly 

damaged by vandalism.  Only one glass light remains, and several muntins have been broken out and are 

missing.  One of the sash rails is fractured.  Another window sash in the same elevation is missing one 

muntin, but has been repaired with a larger piece of glass.  Overall, three sashes have glass lights 

missing, and several others have panes that are cracked.  Because of the missing glass in the one badly 

damaged sash, the shutter has been closed and secured until repairs can be made. 

     Expedient on-site repairs since 2002 have resulted in the replacement of window glass with very poor 

putty application, adding to the shoddy exterior appearance.  Thick applications, improper tool use, and 

unpainted surfaces contribute to the poor condition.  Exterior window sash color is currently green, but 

was historically gray.  With several panes of glass now missing, wind and rain enter the building when 

the shutters are open.                                                                                                                            

Recommendation:  In the short term, it is critical that missing glass from several windows in the 

southwest and southeast elevations be replaced to prevent water damage in the lookout.  The damaged 

sash at the west corner, northwest elevation, should be removed, stabilized, and packed out for 

extensive repairs.  In the long term, systematic restoration of all window sashes is recommended, 

removing them to a shop environment for paint and putty removal, repair, re-glazing, and repainting.      

(5.) Roof 

     Roof cladding consists of double-laid cedar shingles which appear to be in generally good condition.  

However, there are a few missing shingles on the north side of the roof at the west end.  There is no cap 

on the ridge, and no galvanized strip below the top row of shingles, as specified in original plans.  The 

stovepipe jack has been removed from the southwest roof slope, and the hole covered with shingles 

(the galvanized metal stovepipe jack was found in the storage area beneath the lookout).  
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Exterior, west end, southwest elevation     

                                                                                                                  Interior, west end, northwest elevation     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Poor putty application 

Damaged sash, missing 

muntins and glass 

Sagging sill, outward    

bowing of wall and windows 
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Recommendation:    Replace missing shingles when work on gable siding is complete.  Add galvanized                                                                                                                                    

strip and ridge cap; consider potential addition of stovepipe roof jack depending on future use of the 

lookout – if wood stove is to be used for heating.     

(6.) Interior 

     The lookout interior shows much evidence of vandalism, including damage and destruction of built-in 

furniture, and recent graffiti, produced with paint, markers, carved into surfaces, and burned into the 

ceiling paint.  Doors and shelving have been removed from the cupboard along the southwest wall, and 

the cover has been removed from a built in, possibly original, box seat in the west corner.  Inspection of 

the attic space shows that it is filled with fiberglass insulation, and contains trash and packrat nesting 

materials.  The tongue-and-groove wood floor is dry, and appears to be in good condition, but painted 

surface is worn and bare wood is exposed in many places.                                                               

Recommendation:  Immediate needs include removal of trash and graffiti, and the installation of an 

official “Administrative Site” penalties sign, either outside or inside the lookout to perhaps deter future 

vandalism.  Long-term needs will depend on intended future use of lookout, particularly with respect to 

the repair of built-in furniture, addition of stove, etc.  Floor should be cleaned and repainted gray with 

durable deck paint for high-traffic areas.  

     Interior walls below and above windows appear to have been painted in recent years.  Scratched 

graffiti on the northeast lower wall shows evidence of the earlier original darker green stain beneath the 

existing paint.    

Recommendation:  Consider appropriate interior paint scheme for “period of significance” that might 

include return to darker green stain color. 

 

Scratched graffiti, base of NE interior wall, showing probable original green stain color beneath paint. 
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(7.) Lightning Protection System 

     There is currently no Lightning Protection System in place.  It appears that sometime between 2002 

and 2012 all system components, including copper wire, connectors, and rods were removed by thieves.  

Recommendation:  Replace traditional, historic Lightning Protection System as soon as is feasible.  The 

lookout is at risk from lightning fire without this protection. Consider an option that includes grounding 

the system into the rock around the lookout, with less surface wire exposure on slopes below the 

structure.  This option may involve difficult installations within the cliff face below and to the north of the 

lookout, but would result in a system that is less susceptible to theft.  

 

(8.) Ancillary Facilities 

     Several poles remain in place from the cable handrail that crossed the steep sloping bedrock from the 

edge of the forest to the lookout, others have been removed.  The handrail was an important safety 

feature to prevent accidents and falls, particularly with the high visitation the site receives.  

Recommendation: replace missing components of handrail, re-install cable. 

     Toilet facilities for the lookout currently consist of an exposed round stainless steel toilet box with 

seat over a pit, situated just into the edge of the trees downslope to the south of the lookout.   

Recommendations:  Installation of a historic period replica outhouse toilet is suggested, at an 

appropriate location south or southwest of the lookout, where sufficient soil depth for pit excavation can 

be found.  SMS has assembled a kit based on historic lookout outhouse plans, with materials recycled 

from demolition projects involving period structures. 

     Where Trail #266 meets bedrock, just below the lookout, a woodshed was constructed by the Forest 

Service in the 1980s, when volunteers were staffing High Rock.  Of simple pole construction, with a 

cedar shake roof and open front, facing the trail, this structure has collapsed as a result of heavy 

snowfall in past years.                                                                                                                      

Recommendation:  In the short term, 

the woodshed site could serve as a 

tent location for people camped at 

High Rock during restoration 

activities.  We suggest removal of 

collapsed woodshed debris, 

temporary conversion to use as 

campsite, with long-term 

consideration of woodshed 

replacement, depending on future 

use for lookout.   

 
Collapsed woodshed in forested area below the lookout. 
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Stabilization Efforts 

     To address the most urgent structural issues identified in the 2015 condition assessment, stabilization 

measures were undertaken in 2015 and 2018.  The first of these took place in the summer of 2015, 

when SMS volunteers installed a temporary interior bracing wall along the southwest wall, to provide 

support and relieve strain on the windows and sill.   

     In the summer of 2018, Forest Service personnel returned to the site to conduct additional 

stabilization of the southwest wall.  The crew completed the task of leveling the floor, as was 

recommended, through shimming and repair of the underlying support structure.  This involved removal 

of the interior wall cladding on the southwest wall, and temporary removal of the windows.  Once 

leveled, the windows were replaced.  The 2018 work also involved temporary repairs to the catwalk, 

including a new handrail, horizontal supports, and the addition of wire mesh between the railing and 

deck of the catwalk.     

 

 

Forest Service employees Dean Robertson (at left) and Damon Little remove temporary bracing to begin 
stabilization repair of the southwest wall of the lookout, July 2018. Photo by Jared Wenzelburger (Daily 
Chronicle).  
 

     A subsequent inspection of the lookout was made on November 21, 2019 by a representative of SMS 

(McClure) to collect additional field data and photographs for this document.   
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VII – Restoration Plan 

     Stabilization efforts carried out at High Rock Fire Lookout in 2015 and 2018 were intended as 

temporary measures.  Each of these actions highlighted the need for a more comprehensive plan to 

restore and rehabilitate the structure and a long-range strategy for maintenance and protection.  With 

this goal in mind, the White Pass Country Historical Society took a lead advocacy role in offering support 

to the Forest Service, and in forming a working group to begin the planning effort.  Since 2015, meetings 

of this informal working group have been hosted by the Historical Society at the museum in Packwood.  

The group has been very successful in garnering community support, media coverage, and in raising 

funds and other donations for the restoration project. 

     Sand Mountain Society initially offered assistance to the project in 2015, beginning with the 

preparation of a condition assessment report for the Forest Service.  SMS subsequently conducted 

stabilization of the failing southwest wall of the lookout cab. As planning has progressed, SMS has 

continued to participate in working group meetings while developing a formal partnership agreement 

with the Forest Service. As an organization that has specialized in the restoration and rehabilitation of 

historic Forest Service lookouts for thirty years, SMS brings a great deal of practical experience, technical 

expertise, and skill to the project. We have drawn upon the collective knowledge and experience of our 

members to develop this plan. 

     As a federal property, the ultimate management responsibility for High Rock Lookout obviously 

belongs to the Forest Service.  For this reason, the agency has designated a local representative as 

project manager, with the White Pass Country Historical Society providing primary support. The lookout 

is managed as a Priority Heritage Asset by the Forest Service, with the Heritage Program, Gifford Pinchot 

National Forest providing a lead role in coordinating partnerships with the two non-profit volunteer 

organizations.  The District Archaeologist, Cowlitz Valley Ranger District (U.S. Forest Service) serves as 

the agency representative and project manager.  The agency has entered into separate formal 

partnerships with SMS and the White Pass Country Historical Society to accomplish project goals.  

Partnership roles and responsibilities are documented in the standard agency Volunteer Service 

agreement (Form OMB 0596-0080) (see Appendix A).   

 

“Save the Rock” Campaign 

     Among the key roles assumed by the White Pass Country Historical Society has been fund raising for 

the restoration/rehabilitation project.  Fund raising efforts have included grant writing and solicitation 

of donations. In 2015, the Society received a grant from the Valerie Sivinski Washington Preserves Fund 

of the Washington Trust for Historic Preservation. This was matched by a cash donation from the 

Mineral Lake Lions Club, made in memory of former High Rock Lookout Jim Hale.  These funding 

sources, along with several other smaller donations became the foundation of the Historical Society’s 

“Save the Rock” Campaign, launched in 2017, to raise additional funds for the project (Rose 2017).  

More than forty-five individual donors have given funds, many using a PayPal account set up for the 

project through the Society’s webpage.  Additionally, the Historical Society has received two large grants 
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from the Weyerhaeuser Family Foundation and a large grant from the Mario and Alma Pastego 

Foundation.    

     Since begun, the “Save the Rock” Campaign has raised more than $33,000.00 for the lookout 

restoration.  Additionally, the Historical Society has received donations of material and supplies from the 

Packwood Ace Hardware store and other sources.  Funds collected through this campaign were used in 

2018 to provide a portable toilet at the High Rock Trailhead during the summer season.      

Flat Creek Lumber Salvage Project 

     Coincidental to the fund-raising of the Historical Society, the SMS has been working intensely to 

salvage lumber of similar type and vintage from three abandoned Forest Service residences near 

Oakridge, Oregon.  These materials include thousands of board feet of material that can be used for in-

kind replacement at projects like High Rock Lookout, including but not limited to: 1x4 tongue and groove 

CVG Douglas-fir flooring; 1x4 CVG-fir bead board interior siding, shiplap sheathing, and framing lumber 

of equivalent dimension.  Most of the salvaged bead board has the same underlying dark green stain as 

that used in High Rock Lookout.  While in-kind replacement is directed in historic rehabilitation, to be 

able to use salvaged in-kind material of similar vintage is even more desirable.  Use of this material will 

help fulfill mitigation requirements required as part of an agreement among the Oregon State Historic 

Preservation Officer, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the U.S. Forest Service. 

Methodology – Project Design 

     The primary objective of the project, as described below, is to restore High Rock Lookout to its 

historical condition and appearance, both to meet the historic preservation goals of the managing 

agency and to serve the needs and interests of the public.  The plan for the restoration and 

rehabilitation of the lookout was developed following the guidance provided by the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards for the treatment of Historic Properties, summarized in a previous chapter.  Our 

goal is to accurately depict the form, features, and character of the lookout as it appeared in the period 

circa 1939-1959.  We have chosen this period, specifically, because it was in 1939 that the catwalk, with 

full handrail, was completed. We feel that it should be retained as an important safety feature.  After 

1959, a number of small modifications were made to the lookout reflecting modernization trends of the 

post-World War II period. These would be removed or reversed. 

    In consideration of the earlier condition assessments, and a follow-up inspection of High Rock Lookout 

made in July 2018, a detailed plan emerged for restoration and rehabilitation. The plan draws heavily on 

the previous experience of SMS in their work on similar projects involving L-4 type lookouts on National 

Forest lands in Oregon, including Sand Mountain Lookout, a gable roof model L-4, and Gold Butte 

Lookout, a later L-4 model.  Both of these projects involved the complete disassembly and rebuilding of 

the lookout structures.  Both projects were managed through Forest Service Heritage Program 

personnel in coordination with staff of the Oregon State Historic Preservation Office. Both projects were 

completed successfully.  Sand Mountain Lookout is currently staffed seasonally for fire detection; Gold 

Butte Lookout serves the public as a popular Forest Service Recreation Rental.    
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     In the case of High Rock, a primary decision had to be made as to whether to attempt all or most 

aspects of the restoration with work on-site, or to disassemble the structure and complete much of the 

materials treatment and preparation off-site.  Weighing all of the advantages and disadvantages of each 

approach, we favor disassembly, off-site treatments, with subsequent on-site reconstruction.  We 

believe this methodology is the most cost-effective, given the logistical challenges that would be faced 

in attempting all of the necessary treatments on-site.  Additionally, a complete disassembly of the 

lookout cabin will enable us to access components of the structure that are now showing signs of 

deterioration and failure, or have, in the case of other L-4 lookouts, typically been problematic.  With 

disassembly, for instance, any dry rot or structural weaknesses will be rendered visible and can be 

addressed. 

     Treatment options for exterior and interior cladding provide a case in point, in regard to determining 

whether off-site or on-site work is more appropriate or efficient.  First, we recognize the concerns raised 

by Forest Service Health and Safety and Engineering staff about the presence of lead-based paint.  We 

propose remediation of this problem through the complete removal of all paint from the structure. This 

would then provide an opportunity to properly repair, treat and restore the original materials.  On-site 

paint removal could be done using chemical stripping agents or a heat gun, provided that all of the paint 

removed was contained, collected, and taken to a proper disposal facility.  Environmental factors, such 

as wind, rain, and sloping rock around the lookout present potential challenges to paint containment 

and collection, no matter which method is used.  Application and scraping of chemical stripper is a slow, 

messy, and laborious process, and would require transport of multiple gallons of chemical stripper to 

the project site.  The use of a heat gun to remove paint is less messy, but requires power, hence the use 

of a generator.  Power requirements are such that only one heat gun could be used at a time, operating 

from one generator.  It would be a slow process using only one heat gun, and would require that 

multiple gallons of gasoline be brought to the site for the generator.  Additionally, on-site work would 

require some amount of time on scaffolding. 

     With disassembly and transport off-site for treatment, all painted lumber would go to a commercial 

paint stripping facility certified for rapid and certain lead paint removal/disposal.  There are at least two 

such companies in Portland, Oregon.  Paint removal would be done this way in bulk with funds to come 

from the “Save the Rock” campaign.  Based on the assessment of materials removed from High Rock, 

additional materials salvaged by the SMS at Flat Creek can be added as needed, so that all material can 

go en masse through this process.  Once the paint is stripped, it should be evaluated as to whether 

boards should be painted.  It is the recommendation of the author that – if the original green stain stays 

on the boards, the stripped material would be left natural, and only oiled on the back with a mix of 

turpentine linseed, oil, pine tar, and paint thinner.   This supplemental work could be done at the Forest 

Service carpentry shop in Randle.  If it is determined that the boards – after stripping – need painting, 

then   repairs, light sanding, pre-priming, and two coats of new paint could be added in the controlled 

environs of the shop in Randle, WA.  Given the number of steps in this process, we feel that material 

treatment and preparation could be more efficiently and effectively done in a shop setting rather than 

at the lookout site, where weather conditions are problematic, space is limited, and there is no water 

available for clean-up.  On-site work of this nature would take much more time, just given the challenges 
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of working on a mountaintop site, the number of regular visitors, necessary trips up and down the trail, 

and/or logistics of camping on site. There is a major additional benefit to following this procedure: any 

lead paint will be removed, captured, and properly disposed of in the stripping process. 

          Having thus assessed the type and degree of restoration/rehabilitation needed at High Rock, and 

considered the logistical challenges of accomplishing that work on-site, we propose the following:    

 

Phase I   - Disassembly of the Lookout (Summer 2020) 

     In preparation for the initial phase of work at the site, several measures will be taken to improve the 

safety of volunteers working in and around the lookout.  A Job Hazard Analysis will be conducted to 

identify specific safety issues and hazards and mitigating actions will be taken to reduce them.  

Temporary fencing or barriers will be erected around the work zone to restrict public access.     

   One of the ways this project will happen in the desired time frame is with helicopter support, which is 

absolutely vital.  It is the understanding that helicopter support will be paid for from donations to the 

“Save the Rock” campaign.  While volunteer-managed pack animals will be used to initially supply the 

project as work commences, helicopter support will be used when disassembly is complete and bundles 

of lumber, tools, and gear are ready to be flown out.  The SMS will develop a list of material needs to be 

procured and/or staged at the trailhead, and will provide tools, food, water, and other supplies needed 

to support the work of the volunteers and/or contractors during the disassembly process.  Additional 

support in supplying the project has been kindly pledged by Dean Durant of Lewis County Department of 

Corrections.   

       It is important to note that – while this Plan endeavors to flawlessly anticipate exactly how things 

will proceed in the field – adjustments may be made based on unanticipated situations and/or the 

judgment of team leaders based on circumstances encountered. 

       The initial phase of the project involves careful cataloguing and disassembly of the lookout cabin by 

the SMS Historic Preservation Team to the level of the subfloor and the removal of the materials to off-

site locations for restoration treatments.   Disassembly will include the numbering, labeling, and 

cataloging of each component, and photographic documentation of their original positions. Extant 

historic labeling, noted on some of the lumber, will be preserved when encountered.  We will also note 

any components that appear too deteriorated for repair, and compile a list of individual pieces (and 

dimensions) requiring in-kind replacement.       

     Disassembly will begin with removal of the siding, trim, and sheathing on the gable ends.  Temporary 

bracing will be used to stabilize the framing of the gables when it is rendered exposed.  Next, cedar 

shingle roofing material and any underlying roofing paper will be removed, working from the top of the 

roof down.  Cedar roof shingles that appear to have 20 years of life in them (or more) may be saved for 

re-use on the upper portion of the NE side of the roof (or for other projects).   A combination of ladders 

and/or temporary decking securely affixed to the building will be used to access the lower portion of the 

roof and gable ends, and roof jacks with planking will be installed to access upper portions of the roof 
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slope.  In addition, fall-arrest gear will be used by crew members for any work conducted above the roof 

line.  All cedar shingles will be removed from the roof, graded for possible re-use, and burned if 

determined too deteriorated.  Any metal hardware remaining from the lightning protection system will 

be bagged or tagged, labeled, and retained for later reinstallation.  Shiplap roof sheathing will also be 

removed working from the top of the roof down.  Diagonal 2x4 braces on each face will tie the roof 

rafters together until they are ready to come down.  The roof sheathing will be de-nailed and bundled in 

like-length bundles.  Removed nails and other metal parts will be collected in sealable buckets to be 

flown-out for recycling.  All bundles and containers will be weighed and labeled accordingly in advance 

for the benefit of the helicopter ground crew.  

      After the roof is removed, the next step will be to bag the fiberglass insulation in the attic.  The SMS 

has experience with the protocols required, which include thoroughly spraying down the material with 

bleach/water solution (1:5) and wearing: disposable body suits; chemical-grade rubber gloves (taped 

tight to body suit); respirator; and chemical goggles.  The fiberglass will be double-bagged in 4 mil 

contractor-grade garbage bags, tied shut with zip ties.   

      When the attic is free of debris, the raw side of the ceiling will be sprayed with bleach/water 

solution.  At this point the ceiling can be carefully removed.  Again, the experience of the SMS in 

removing tongue-and-groove material will be crucial to the success of removing all interior siding and 

flooring with minimal loss of original fabric. 

     After the ceiling is removed, the truss assemblies will then be removed and evaluated, preferably as 

intact units stabilized with ½” plywood gussets at the corners.  Temporary bracing will be used (using 

2x4s and duplex nails) to keep the walls tied together.  It is possible that the catalogued roof truss 

assemblies will be disassembled to component level and bundled for transport, but that decision will be 

made in the field, depending in part on their condition.   It would be preferable to fly them out whole. 

     Window shutters will be removed and evaluated for their condition.  Those in repairable condition 

will be removed from the site by helicopter in complete form. Those in poor condition will be 

disassembled and re-usable elements saved.   The remaining window sashes will be removed and 

secured in bundles using precut ½-inch plywood sheets to protect them and contain glass during 

transport, then arranged in similarly-weight batches for removal by helicopter.   

     All exterior and interior cladding and structural components will be catalogued, removed, and de-

nailed on-site. The lookout cabin will be taken down to the sub-floor level and a temporary plywood cap 

will be installed over the subfloor for protection. The seams in the plywood will be caulked then taped, 

and the top surface painted with LiquiDam EZ (or other vapor barrier) to deter moisture from reaching 

the subfloor.  This should be a sufficient moisture barrier for two winters. 

       Based on the findings in other SMS projects involving L-4 model lookouts on the west slope of the 

Cascades, we expect to find decay along the south and west edges of the sub-floor, which extends 

beneath the wall framing. Replacement needs will be documented before the plywood cap is installed, 

in preparation for later repair before the walls are re-installed.   
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    Lumber from the lookout will be organized by size and carefully bundled into sling loads of 

appropriate size and weight for helicopter transport.  The bundles will be properly padded to minimize 

damage to the materials.  Sling loads of lumber will be taken by helicopter to the trailhead parking area 

on Forest Road 8440, then loaded into trucks for transport to the Cowlitz Valley Ranger Station, in 

Randle, for temporary storage.    

     Lastly, SMS personnel will assess needs for reconstruction of the catwalk based on comparison with 

historic photographs, and compile a preliminary materials list for use in Phase II of the project.   

 

Phase II – Off-Site Materials Treatment (Spring – Fall 2021) 

     The outpouring of public interest in and support for the restoration of High Rock Lookout has been 

tremendous.  Many have expressed a desire to help in some way with the “hands on” aspects of the 

work.  In an effort to maximize engagement with the local community and greater public, virtually all of 

the off-site materials treatment and restoration work will be accomplished within the context of a series 

of training workshops and shop-based volunteer projects to be scheduled throughout the year.  The 

objectives of this approach are fourfold: (1) prepare the architectural components of the lookout for 

reassembly; (2) involve as many members of the public as possible in the project; (3) educate the public 

regarding historic preservation standards; (4) develop a cadre of local volunteers, trained in appropriate 

methods of restoration, who can assist the Forest Service and the Historical Society in future historic 

preservation projects.    

Interior/Exterior Cladding, Flooring:    As a first step, and early in the year, all painted lumber from the 

lookout will be separated and transported to Portland, Oregon for chemical paint stripping by a 

commercial service certified for lead paint removal and disposal.  This treatment method is proposed as 

a health and safety measure to ensure volunteers are not exposed to lead paint hazards, including 

airborne particulates.  Materials will include all re-usable exterior cladding and trim, window sashes 

(after the glass and glazing are removed), interior bead board wall and ceiling material, and the tongue-

and- groove flooring.  It will also include material needed from the Flat Creek Salvage project to serve as 

like-kind replacement of damaged original material.  This approach will allow us to avoid re-using wall 

boards that were carved by vandals or other materials similarly gouged, broken, or damaged. 

     After the material is returned from paint removal, a volunteer crew working in the Forest Service 

carpenter’s shop at Randle will prepare materials additionally for reinstallation under the guidance of 

the SMS Heritage Preservation Team.  Activities may include some patching and sanding, plus priming 

and painting both surfaces of exterior cladding lumber, including some new cedar clapboard to replace 

material that cannot be re-used.  We recommend this activity as the basis of a Passport in Time project, 

administered by the Forest Service Heritage Program, and carried out in April or May of 2021. It is hoped 

that interior siding and ceiling material will emerge from the dipping vats such that they retain the 

original dark green stain and are not in need of additional handling. At most, those boards might benefit 

from being oiled on the back as described earlier.  A similar project, preparing materials for the 

restoration and rehabilitation of La Wis Wis Guard Station, used this same facility in 2016. Facilities at 
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Randle include bunkhouses near the shop that would be available to volunteers for overnight 

accommodation.  Based on the 2016 Forest Service experience, and the estimated work load, we 

recommend that six volunteers should be able to complete the preparation of all materials in two 

weeks’ time (10 working days).  Scheduling will be based upon other Forest Service Heritage Program 

commitments during Fiscal Year 2021. 

     Again, working from the catalog of architectural materials removed from the lookout during 

disassembly of the lookout cabin, and notes specific to individual components that are too damaged to 

reuse, we will prepare a list of needed in-kind replacement materials.  These materials will come 

primarily from a supply of identical period lumber recovered in Flat Creek salvage operations from 

several historic buildings in the Willamette National Forest, Oregon.  To distinguish in-kind replacement 

lumber, each board salvaged from Flat Creek will be stamped “FC” on the back surface with a steel 

punch.  The reuse of this salvaged material for projects involving restoration/rehabilitation of other 

Forest Service buildings is a stipulation of a 2012 Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the USDA 

Forest Service and the Oregon State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).  These materials will be 

retrieved from storage, brought to Portland for commercial paint removal, and then taken to the Forest 

Service shop at Randle for further preparation.  We recommend the timing correspond with the 

treatment of the other materials recovered at High Rock. 

Windows:  Because the windows are a defining architectural characteristic of the lookout, and several 

are in need of significant repair, the SMS will finance the professional refurbishing of the most damaged 

and challenging of the 19 windows using SMS member Chris Gustafson, owner of Vintage Window 

Restoration in Albany, Oregon.  Mr. Gustafson’s work will greatly speed up the pace of the project, 

something all parties desire.  However, in order to provide opportunities for public learning and 

participation, volunteer sessions focusing on window restoration will also be hosted in the local 

community (Randle or Packwood) throughout the year, with Chris Gustafson serving as the principal 

instructor and team leader.  In collaboration with other SMS Heritage Team Members, some number of 

suitable windows will be set aside for rehabilitation in this proposed workshop setting.  The first of the 

volunteer sessions will focus on the painstaking task of putty and glass removal, to be done in 

preparation for the commercial stripping of paint from each window sash.  All repairs and subsequent 

treatments will be made after paint has been removed, possibly using the same Portland service 

handling the other materials. Subsequent volunteer workshop sessions will include training in sash 

repair, preparation, glass installation, and proper glazing techniques.  Correct preparation of the glass 

bed is critical (without the right recipe of oils, glazing will dry out and fail - many novices set glass in 

silicone caulking, which has disastrous consequences later), and using proper bedding and glazing 

materials (not commercially available) are crucial to durability. Traditional methods will be used and 

taught by Mr. Gustafson, to match those of the period of significance, including the use of diamond 

glazing points. 

     At least two badly damaged window sashes will require extensive repair.  The repair will require 

custom commercial milling and replacement of broken and missing muntins, ensuring that profiles and 

joints closely match the originals.  After repair, priming and repainting of the exterior and sides only 

(interior to remain original dark green stain)  will also be done by trained volunteers in a workshop 
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setting.  Any new window glass will conform to the thickness and type of the original material (1/8” 

thick).  Glazing putty will be allowed to cure properly before priming and painting.     

Shutters:  Volunteer work will also include the rebuilding of all eight window shutters using any original 

material that is salvageable.  This work will be done in the shop incorporating in-kind materials, and 

following the configuration shown in the early plans.  The original shutters on the “Grange Hall” type L-4 

lookouts were roughly 6’ and 8’ long, with an extra cleat in the center on the 8-foot shutter.  A new 

(replica) door shutter will also be made, also conforming to the early plans, and using in-kind materials.  

Original shutter hardware, such as hinges, will be restored and re-used, where extant.  After refurbishing 

and/or construction the shutters would also be primed and painted in the shop.  

 

Bruce Hake, Sand Mountain Society, rebuilding window shutter, Huckleberry Lookout, Willamette National 
Forest, Oregon, summer 2017.  Photo by Rick McClure. 
 
 

Structural material:  Preservation treatment of structural material is another aspect of materials 

preparation that can be accomplished in the context of volunteer work sessions.  All reusable structural 

material, the majority of which consists of 2x4 dimensional lumber, will be cleaned and treated with 

applications of a mix of linseed oil, pine tar, and paint thinner as a preservation measure.  The shiplap 

roof sheathing will receive the same treatment.  Sometimes shiplap boards are marked with stenciled 
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lettering as simple as “roof sheathing” or perhaps even with an address to the Forest Headquarters.  In 

cases where any such stencil markings were originally facing outward, the SMS proposes to rotate the 

boards so such marks can be seen from inside the attic. 

Furniture:  Nothing remains of the original lookout furniture. To the extent possible, SMS will fabricate 

new (replica) furniture appropriate to the historic period of significance.  Individual pieces of furniture, 

as indicated in most other lookouts of this design, include a wooden bed with rope suspension, a desk, a 

wood box, a wood stove, shelving, and a bench.  A new fire finder stand will be built to conform to the 

original plans, as also seen in an interior photograph of the lookout from 1939. The top of the existing, 

non-historic stand, with metal rails to accommodate the Osborne Fire Finder may be original, and will be 

incorporated into the design of a new stand.  Both salvaged and newly purchased in-kind lumber will be 

used for the lookout furniture.          

Catwalk:  Another aspect of materials preparation will involve the acquisition and preparation of 

structural materials and decking for the reconstruction of the exterior perimeter catwalk.  While the 

decking, cross-bracing, and railing material may be available through a commercial lumber outlet, poles 

forming the primary support structure may need to be cut, peeled, and cured off-site. This work should 

be accomplished early in 2021 to ensure proper curing time if green material is used.  

      If opportunity permits, and a downed old-growth log becomes available on the Forest (or in the 

Region) for milling by a portable sawmill, advantage should be taken to produce 20-foot plus length 

materials and fuller-dimensioned lumber.  A list of such material, including desired dimensions and 

quantity, has previously been provided by SMS.  This “green” lumber would also benefit from a season 

of curing (to be stickered under cover). 

Lightning Protection System:  During 2021, SMS will assemble in-kind replacement components for the 

lightning protection system, including copper wiring, lightning rods, connectors, and ground rods. It may 

be necessary to have period replica brass “monkey fist” connectors custom-made (machined) by a 

specialized service provider unless salvaged components are available.  The SMS proposes to avoid 

installing long above-grade ground wires by instead drilling into the rock and using copper ground rods 

that are surrounded with Ground-Enhancing Material.  On-site preparation for installation, including 

drilling, could be done during the summer of 2021, in conjunction with drilling for the safety handrail, as 

described below. 

Flag pole:  The SMS proposes to restore a flag pole near the lookout, the preferred location being that 

shown in the photo taken in 1969.  Earlier photos show the flag pole close to the actual summit of the 

mountain.  This is undesirable for two major reasons: first, the summit of the peak is less safe and the 

flag pole must be located in a safe location; second, the top of the flag pole should be a few feet lower 

than the tip of the lightning rods, so basing it at a location higher than the lookout is undesirable.  For 

both of these reasons, the SMS proposes to install a flag pole (preferably drawn from a locally harvested 

tree) about 15’ SE of the SE corner of the lookout base, in a location similar to that in the 1969 photo, 

perhaps slightly farther down hill and further from the cliff edge.  The flag pole will be supported by a 

galvanized metal base that is anchored to the rock, and constructed such that it can be lowered to the 
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ground in the off-season.  The flag pole would probably be a maximum of 14’ tall so it could over-winter 

beneath the lookout cabin. 

   

Phase II – On-site Safety Measures (Summer 2021) 

     On-site work at High Rock during the summer of 2021 

will be limited to the restoration of a safety cable handrail 

leading up the sloping bedrock to the lookout.  Given the 

increased numbers of visitors to the lookout, and the 

proximity of the lookout cabin door to the cliff edge, there 

is an important need to improve public safety at the site.  

Toward that end, the original safety railing that appears in 

the 1938-1939 photographs of the lookout will be 

restored.  Missing components, including vertical pipe 

support posts and caps will be replaced in-kind. As 

necessary, holes previously drilled into the bedrock for 

supports and now filled with mortar will be re-drilled to 

accommodate missing posts.  Two levels (lines) of ¼’ cable 

will be restored.  This work will be accomplished by the 

Forest Service.  

 

  Phase III – Reconstruction of the Lookout (Summer 2022) 

     All of the reconditioned lumber and structural material removed from the lookout would be bundled 

and prepared for transport back to High Rock.  Material would be taken by truck to the trailhead at 

Towhead Gap, and by helicopter sling loads to High Rock.  Custom-made and padded plywood window 

boxes, used in other SMS projects, will be used to safely transport restored window sashes to the 

lookout site. 

     Sand Mountain Society volunteers will rebuild the lookout in accordance with the original 1930 and 

1931 plan sets (see Appendix B & Appendix C), supplemented by photographs and notes made during 

the disassembly of the structure.  Numbered and catalogued materials will be restored to their original 

locations within the structure.  In-kind replacement material will be used where original components 

were too damaged or deteriorated to reuse. 

     Several minor modifications to the original plan are proposed to strengthen the structural system of 

the lookout cab.  These include the following: 

(1) Use of full-length 2x6 lumber material for wall ties (except 2x4 at the hatch opening), and 2x8 

material for floor joists, as determined needed,  to replace or supplement shorter lengths scabbed at 

mid-span, as indicated in the original plans.  This will eliminate several points of weakness where sag 

typically occurs over time.  It is hoped that all of these materials can be milled from a downed old 
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growth log on the Forest, and with time to cure, so that we can match the quality of the original 

material.   Additional framing lumber could be similarly milled to match the fuller dimensions of the 

existing lumber, including deck planking and hand rails,  with minimal radius on the  edges so as to 

match the look of the original material.  Floor and ceiling joists could be given a small saw kerf with a 

thin blade, and splice plate so as to give the appearance of a spliced joint. 

(2) To provide added strength to the roof structure, and to eliminate sag, the ridge pole will be 

increased from 1x4 to 1x6-inch size.  The ridge pole is only visible from within the attic crawlspace. 

(3) Plywood will be added to the wall structure below the windows to provide greater sheer strength. 

We propose the use of ¾-inch marine grade plywood, primed and painted on all sides for protection. 

The plywood will be concealed under the exterior horizontal cedar siding. 

     As is customary in SMS work, construction and assembly methods will largely conform to those used 

in the historic period of significance. For example, hot-dipped galvanized nails (like the original), will be 

used, driven with hammers – power-driven air guns and air gun nails will not be used.  To prevent 

splitting and cracking of old and frequently brittle original materials, all recycled material and structural 

members will be pre-drilled prior to nailing.  This takes extra time, but it pays off.  

     Historic photographs and original plans indicate that the window shutters were originally held open 

with props consisting of metal rods.  At some point in the lookout’s history, these were replaced with 

wooden shutter props that could be attached to the handrail with hex nuts and bolts.  These are used 

fairly consistently on the other surviving examples of this type of lookout.  At High Rock, this change 

likely occurred during the historic period of significance.  The original type of metal rod shutter props 

present a danger to the public on three sides of the building (if the public is to be allowed on the 

catwalk)..  For this reason, we intend to use wooden shutter props (matching 1930s design) that can be 

secured to the handrail on the NW, SW, and NE sides of the building.  Exceptions will be made to 

support the shutter over the door and the shutters on the NE side of the building.  Here (where there is 

neither hand rail nor deck), the steel rod shutter props will be represented and are more appropriate.  

Additional support added to the handrail structure under Phase III of the project will be important to 

strengthen the weight-bearing function of the handrail.     

     Additional horizontal railing elements will be added to the hand rail to address safety concerns, to 

both maintain the historic look and allow for the removal of existing wire mesh, not appropriate to the 

period of significance. 

 

Lookout Base, Skirting, and Catwalk 

     Work during the summer of 2022 will also include restoration and rehabilitation of the support 

structure that underlies the lookout cab, the exterior cladding that surrounds that structure, and the 

exterior perimeter catwalk.  All rough-cut horizontal cedar skirting will be scraped, sanded, primed, and 

painted on site.  A few of the cracked and deteriorated boards may require in-kind replacement.  
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    New materials will be transported to the lookout site for use in the reconstruction of the exterior 

perimeter catwalk.  Reconstruction of the catwalk will be based upon a study of the historic 

photographs included in this document, with design faithful to the historic period of significance, while 

retaining the current 30-inch deck width.  All of the incompatible, non-historic components of the 

existing catwalk will be removed from the site.  These include any pressure-treated lumber, such as 2x6 

decking, and dimensional lumber support posts.  Replacement materials will conform to those most 

closely matching what is seen in the early photographs.   

     Wire mesh catwalk skirting, installed as a temporary safety measure in 2018, will be removed. To 

address public safety concerns, several features will be added to the catwalk railing structure. To 

provide greater strength and support to the 4x6 handrail, two vertical 2x4 supports will be added on 

each side of the lookout, and an additional horizontal 2x4 added, halfway between the handrail and the 

catwalk decking.  While this is a departure from the original catwalk structure, it will make use of 

compatible materials, will be less visually intrusive than the existing wire mesh, and serves to satisfy 

issues associated with public safety at the site.   

 

Phase IV – Potential “Out-Year” Projects  (2023-2024) 

Sanitary facilities for volunteer crew and subsequent lookout staffers       

     In the absence of a toilet at High Rock, sanitation has become an issue at the site, compounded by 

the growing number of visitors.  To alleviate potential public health problems, we recommend the 

installation of a pit toilet structure based on original Forest Service plans from the period.  SMS has 

prepared a pre-cut kit based on the plans for the “R-6 Standard Single Toilet” used at lookout sites and 

guard stations throughout the Region during the 1930s and 1940s. The structure has a footprint size of 

4’1” by 3’6.”  The kit was assembled from period in-kind materials salvaged from Forest Service buildings 

in Oregon.  A similar toilet was installed at Gold Butte Lookout, in Oregon, by the SMS. 

     The kit assembled by SMS deviates slightly from the original plans.  We have increased the rafter size 

from 2x4 to 2x6 for extra strength.  We will also add a layer of ½-inch marine grade plywood between 

the interior and exterior siding for added strength, and the same will be done on the roof: plywood 

sheathing will underlie the roof shingles, concealed from view by the trim. The Forest Service will 

approve a location for the toilet, preferably near the traditional site indicated in the 1934 panoramic 

photograph, with a South or Southwest aspect for lesser snow accumulation.  The toilet structure kit will 

be bundled and transported to the site by helicopter sling load from the trailhead.  It will be necessary 

to excavate the toilet pit prior to the delivery of the kit.   
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Alternative Toilet 

     If the Forest Service objects to installing a fully enclosed toilet as offered above, then one alternative 

would be to use a portable box toilet, often referred to as a “Wallowa,” which has a lower profile, but 

still provides centralized sanitary facilities.  Toilets of this type are currently in common usage 

throughout the wilderness backcountry of the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest.  The main 

drawback of the Wallow-style toilet is that it is “open air.”  It is essentially a wood box with a wooden 

toilet seat and lid, but no walls, and therefore no privacy.  An attempt could be made to conceal such a 

toilet for use by the restoration crew, and ultimately by the volunteer lookout staffer, but it would have 

to be some distance from the lookout for any privacy. 

 

Wood Stove 

     Originally, and throughout its history of use, High Rock Lookout made use of a small wood-burning 

stove as its only heat source.  The managing agency (U.S. Forest Service) has elected to defer installation 

of a wood stove pending further review of associated issues, such as annual maintenance, storage of 

firewood, and consideration of alternate methods of heating.  When restoration is complete, and the 

lookout is again seasonally staffed with volunteers, it will be necessary to provide some form of heat.  In 

keeping with the theme of period interpretation, the SMS recommends installation of the same type of 

wood-burning stove that would have been typical of other lookouts during the late 1920s and into the 

1930s. The Heritage Program, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, has an example of such a stove in their 

historical (administrative history) collections.  A comparable, functional replica is suggested. 

 

 

At left: SMS-constructed outhouse identical to the kit in 

storage, this one serving on Gold Butte Lookout on 

Willamette National Forest, Oregon.  SMS photo. 

 

 

 

Above: a sample of historically accurate   

“Wallowa-style” box toilet.  SMS photo. 
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Determination of Effect 

    As a project that involves a federally-owned historic property, the restoration and rehabilitation of 

High Rock Lookout is considered a federal undertaking.  The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 

has defined a Federal undertaking in 36 CFR 800.16(y) as a project, activity, or program funded in whole 

or in part under the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency, including those carried out by or 

on behalf of a Federal agency; those carried out with Federal financial assistance; those requiring a 

Federal permit, license or approval; and those subject to State or local regulation administered pursuant 

to a delegation or approval by a Federal agency.   

     Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and its implementing regulations under 36 CFR 

800, require the managing agency to consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer regarding 

projects with a potential to affect historic properties.  The regulations require that the agency complete 

an assessment of effect for the project, addressing the criteria of effect in 36 CFR 800.   

     On behalf of the USDA Forest Service, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, we have assessed the potential 

of project activities to have an effect upon the historic property.  The principal effect lies in the 

disassembly and removal of the lookout for off-site restoration of the original architectural components 

prior to reassembly.  We should note that this same approach has been taken in other cases in the 

Pacific Northwest, including that of Green Mountain Lookout, within the Mt.  Baker-Snoqualmie 

National Forest, and Gold Butte Lookout, Willamette National Forest. 

     In the opinion of the authors, the project will have an effect, but, because the project has been 

designed to conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 

Properties, the effect is not adverse.   

     District Ranger Gar Abbas, Cowlitz Valley Ranger District, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, as Agency 

Official (USDA Forest Service), has concurred with this determination, following the recommendation of 

the Heritage Program Manager, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, Historian Matthew Mawhirter.         
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VIII – Long-term Management 

Maintenance Program 

     Because of its high elevation and exposure, High Rock Lookout is subjected to extremes of 

temperature and weather conditions, including high winds and driving rain, snow in the winter and sun 

in the summer. The cumulative effects of these conditions accelerate weathering and deterioration, 

which requires that preventative maintenance be performed on a more frequent schedule than is 

necessary for buildings and structures at lower elevations and in more protected sites.   

     One of the most basic of maintenance activities involves the annual opening and closing of the 

lookout at the beginning and end of each operating season.  Maintenance activities, including seasonal 

opening and closing of the lookout, will be carried out by volunteers associated with the White Pass 

Country Historical Society. The WPCHS will coordinate these activities with the District Heritage Program 

representative, Cowlitz Valley Ranger District (U.S. Forest Service). Since 2007, these activities have been 

carried out by the Lewis County Juvenile Justice Center, under the direction of Dean Durant.  The WPCHS 

and USFS may elect to continue this arrangement. 

 

 

Lewis County youth crew painting lookout exterior, August 2011. Photo courtesy of Dean Durant. 

 

     Critical maintenance includes a schedule of regular painting using a standard historic paint scheme 

developed during restoration/rehabilitation phases.  Maintenance painting will adhere to this scheme, 

and care will be taken in proper application.  Note that hardware, cable and wiring, such as that used in 

the lightning protection system, will remain unpainted.   The SMS prefers to oversee periodic 
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maintenance, and anticipates being notified if repairs are needed.  Generally speaking, SMS intends to 

do a site visit each season to inspect how the building is doing. 

Off-Season Security 

     To secure the shutters during winter, 

SMS proposes to use an interlocking set of 

angle-iron bars to fasten the shutters 

down.  This system is not intended to keep 

visitors from getting in through the door, 

but only to keep the shutters battened-

down.  The iron bars are supported by L-

shaped brackets with a lip on them that are 

mounted to the shutter about 8”above the 

bottom of the shutter.  Where they 

intersect by the front door, both a 

combination lock and USFS padlock can be 

used so employees of the Forest Service or 

an authorized party/volunteer can remove 

them and raise the shutters or fasten them 

down for  the season.  During the summer 

season, the iron bars would be locked 

together as a unit beneath the lookout 

cabin.  The L-brackets cannot be easily 

seen when the shutters are raised, 

although at High Rock they would be 

visible from the NE side where one can 

climb to the summit (which looks down on 

the lookout cabin).  

A “Government Property” warning sign also needs to be added to the building, best if posted near the 

front door where it will be visible year-round.  The best security measure during the summer will be 

occupancy by volunteers. 

Public History Program 

     High Rock Fire Lookout was in 2002 determined excess to the administrative needs of the Forest 

Service, meaning that it was no longer serving its intended and historic function of fire detection.  

Because of its historic significance, however, the Forest Service made a decision to retain the building 

and continue managing it as a Heritage Program asset.  That decision came with challenges related to 

the popularity of the site as a recreational destination for thousands of visitors each summer.  In the 

absence of on-site personnel, incidents of destructive and damaging vandalism have increased as 

visitors to the site have grown more numerous.  Given the frequency of repeated incidents of malicious 

Sample of iron bars used to secure shutters in off season as 
indicated by arrows, Pearsoll Peak Lookout, Rogue River-
Siskiyou National Forest, Oregon.  Bill Joy pictured.   
Don Allen photo. 
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vandalism over the years, it seems clear that such behavior will remain a threat to the historic property 

unless it is occupied, in some form, during the summer months.  Indeed, the long-term protection of the 

historic structure is dependent upon the presence of an on-site steward.  Any efforts toward restoration 

and rehabilitation of the lookout are futile if no plan is in place for summer occupancy by a cadre of 

volunteers whose primary role is public engagement.    

     The White Pass Country Historical Society, based in Packwood, Washington, has entered into a formal 

agreement with the Forest Service to operate a public history program at the lookout site during the 

operating season.  The program will entail volunteer staffing and occupancy of the lookout. Restoration 

of the lookout interior, particularly with respect to furnishings, will be designed primarily to meet the 

objectives of historic interpretation, while providing comfortable overnight accommodation for those 

serving as on-site stewards.   

 

Consultation with Washington DAHP 

     Long-term management of High Rock Lookout will inevitably involve the need for projects that may 

go beyond the standard, cyclic maintenance routine, such as repair of damage inflicted by weather-

related or human causes.  Consultation with the Washington State Department of Archaeology and 

Historic Preservation (DAHP) may be required under terms of Section 106, National Historic Preservation 

Act, and implementing regulations under 36 CFR 800 to ensure compliance with preservation guidelines.  

The following summary identifies projects that will, under terms of this plan, require consultation with 

DAHP, and those that do not:     

 

Projects Requiring Consultation with DAHP 

(a) Alterations to, additions to, or demolition of all or a portion of, or relocation of High Rock Lookout. 

(b) Construction of new structures or buildings, such as communication towers or facilities, in the 

immediate proximity of the lookout. 

(c) Changes to historic landscape features, such as the safety rail up the rock slope. 

(d) Painting or alterations that would obliterate original labeling, such as Aladdin kit stencil lettering. 

(e) Painting of originally unpainted structural elements, such as catwalk posts. 

(f) Use of paint colors not appropriate to the historic period of significance. 

(g) Changes to configuration of window components or materials. 

(h) Use of replacement materials which are incompatible or inconsistent (not in-kind) with original 

building materials. 
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Projects Not Requiring Consultation with DAHP 

(a) Projects which meet the “recommended” guidelines for “preservation” projects in the Secretary of 

the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation Projects. 

(b) Exterior paint color selections where the original color of the building (or element), an existing color, 

or compatible color, approved by the Heritage Program representative (U.S. Forest Service) is used. 

(c) Interior painting projects where paint was previously applied. 

(d) Maintenance work on elements of the lookout that are not visible or that do not contribute to the 

architectural character or historical significance of the building. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
 
 

Volunteer Service Agreement  
 

Sand Mountain Society 
USDA Forest Service – Gifford Pinchot National Forest  
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
 
 

Original Plan Set 
 reduced in size 

“Aladdin Jr. Lookout House” 
The Aladdin Company 

1930 
 

U.S. Forest Service - Model L-4 Lookout 
“Grange Hall” Style (Gable Roof) 
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APPENDIX C 

 
 
 
 

Original Plan Set (incomplete) 
reduced in size 

 
“Plan L-4, R-6 1931 L.O. House” 

USDA Forest Service 
 

U.S. Forest Service - Model L-4 Lookout 
“Grange Hall” Style (Gable Roof) 
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SHPO Concurrence Letter  
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Postscript (June 2020) 

     In a letter dated March 3, 2020, the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic 

Preservation, on behalf of the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), concurred with the 

Historic Property Management Plan (Appendix D).    

     Proposed Phase I project work at High Rock Lookout, originally scheduled for June/July 2020 has 

been postponed per order of the Forest Service.  The Sand Mountain Society received email 

notification in April stating that due to challenges brought about by the coronavirus outbreak, the 

agency was temporarily suspending all restoration activities at High Rock Lookout.  That decision 

has affected the overall timeline for the project as it appears in this document. 

     The Forest Service has indicated that it may allow a smaller-scale effort, involving fewer people 

and of shorter duration, to go forward in late August 2020.  Sand Mountain Society (SMS) 

subsequently developed an alternate work plan focusing on the removal of all windows from the 

lookout by a small crew in August.  Other aspects of Phase I work would be deferred.  This plan, 

still pending partner approval, includes full off-site restoration of the windows by a professional 

restoration specialist during the fall-winter-spring of 2020-2021. If the plan is approved, any field 

work conducted by SMS in 2020 will conform to CDC personal protection recommendations and 

current state guidelines regarding Covid-19.  

     SMS has also proposed development and installation of a small exhibit about High Rock Lookout 

at the White Pass Country Historical Museum in Packwood.  The exhibit would be designed to 

provide updates on the progress of the restoration project. 

     In June of 2020, Olallie Lookout, Willamette National Forest, Oregon (see page 27), was 

destroyed by fire.  An investigation is currently underway.  Olallie Lookout was of identical design 

to the High Rock Lookout cabin. SMS is currently in negotiation with the Willamette National 

Forest regarding salvage of the original lightning protection system components, at least part of 

which would be re-used at High Rock, which currently has no lightning protection.    

  

  


